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Bachelor of Fine Arts students 
display their work 
Pictured above from left t~ right are Christopher Shanelaris. Mary J., :Ver.~mee~ch, Liza Green, 
Kathryn Soave-Dunfey, Michael Heikkenen, Jennifer Benn, Stephan Pratt and Jeffrey Glover, Jr., the 
~eni01· Bachelor ~f Arts class. Their work is on display until June 10 at lhe University Art Galleries 
m the Paul Creativ¢ Arts Ce~ter. ( Photo by Gary Simpson ). 
Lost evidence leads to 
.mistrial in, 1988 rape case 
By Ishi Niyama Burdett 
A mistrial . was declared 
yesterday in the case of UNH 
student Doug Bernard, 21, 
accused of raping a woman in 
December, 1988 at Phi Kappa 
Theta Fraternity where he was a 
boarder, according to Strafford 
County Court Clerk Don 
Goodnow. 
article in the Union Leader , 
rep0rting on the victim's 
testimony, the victim, now a 21-
yea r-old UNH senior, was 
watching television in the 
fraternity lounge with her date 
and several others. She left to go 
to the bathroom, where Bernard, 
intoxicated, allegedly cornered 
her and raped her. 
fraternity members have done 
their best to be supportive in the 
case. "I think it's a disgusting 
crime," he said. "[The victim] has 
been in contact with usatthehouse 
and we've all tried to be very 
supportive." 
Defense Attorney Mark Sisti 
was unavailable for comment. 
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Two drop from 
search for new 
UNH President 
Three finalists remain 
By John Doherty 
Two of the five finalists in 
the search for the new president 
of UNH have withdrawn from 
consideration. 
Robert Carothers, current 
chancellor of the University 
System of . Minnesota withdrew 
last Friday, and Ronald Beller, 
current president ofEastTennesse 
.State University, withdrew while 
ori campus Tuesday morning. 
Carothers withdrew· before 
visiting UNH. He said that when 
the Minnesota University System 
board of trustees heard he was 
among the finalists, they asked 
him not to go through with the 
final interview process. 
''They felt .that things in our 
system would be disrupted if I 
left now," said Carothers. ''They 
felt that there were projects 
underway here that I should 
follow .through on. They've been 
very good to me here, and I 
wouldn't have felt right about 
leaving now." 
Reasons for the sudden 
departure of Dr. Belleron Tuesday 
were a bit more vague. 
Chairman of the Search 
Committee and UNH Trustee 
James Yakovakis said he knew of . 
no specific reason why Beller left. 
"I wish I did," said 
, Yakovakis. "Hefeltitwasn'tright 
for him at the present time. He 
indicated it had nothing to do 
with the institution, he just felt it 
wasn't right." 
Beller was to meet with a 
group of students Tuesday 
afternoon, but announced his 
withdrawal. shortly after lunch. 
He then left the UNH campus 
and returned to East Tennessee · 
State University. He was not 
available for comment. 
The two withdrawals left 
many University community 
members wondering if there was 
something about UNH that was 
repelling the candidates. 
Salary for the new president 
has not been disclosed. Former 
UNH President Gordon Haaland, 
who left last fall to assume the 
presidency at Gettysburg College, 
was paid approximately $100,000 
including benefits. The president 
also lives at the President's House 
across from Hamilton-Smith. 
Cm-others claimed there was 
nothing unattractive about UNH. 
"I think UNH has a great 
future and I would have loved to 
have been part of it," said 
Carothers. "I was very honored to 
be named a finalist." 
Yakovakis, though 
admittedly surprised at the 
withdrawals, is not worried. 
"I think all three of them ( the 
rel!laining finalists) could be great 
presidents," he tald the Union 
Leader Wednesday. 
Yakovakis also said he hopes 
to get Beller to reconsider his 
decision to withdraw. 
Dr. Dale Nitzchke, current 
president of Marshall University 
in West Virginia, is the next 
candidate scheduled to visit UNH. 
He will be on campus starting 
Sunday. 
The search committee consists 
of trustees, faculty and students. 
The committee plans to 
recommend three finalists to Claire 
Van Ummerson, chancellor of the 
University System of New 
. Hampshire, who will then 
recommend one to the full board 
of trustees. · 
According to Prosecuting 
Attorney Lincoln Soldati, 
Durham police were unable to 
locate a witness's statement, and 
the def~nse asked the judge to 
declare a mistrial on the grounds 
that a cross examination would 
be unsucc;essful. 
Soldati said this statement 
was originally given to a police 
officer who is no longer with the 
Durham Police, and that Officer 
In the article, the woman said 
herdate,Gary Alpert,aPhiK'appa 
Theta fraternity brother, searched 
the house for her but did not find 
her until after the assault. He then 
"had a confrontation" with 
Bernard without being aware of 
what had actually occurred . . · 
Environmentalists a~arded $500 
scholarships for recycling efforts 
Award money generated by recycling pro'gram 
· Patil McGann, 
who investigated the case, is not 
responsible. for losing the 
statement. 
Durham Police Captain 
Michael Golding refused to 
comment on the case. 
A pre-trial conference is 
scheduled for July 6th, and a jury 
selection will take place on July 
23rd so that a new trial can be 
held that week, said Goodnow. 
According to a May 2nd 
Alpert expressed anger 
towards the Durham Police in 
regards to the case. "They don't 
. have a clue to what is going on," 
he said. · 
Greek Advisor Mike Sciola 
said an investigation was done 
after the incident and there was 
no responsibility found on the , 
part of the fraternity. "In fact," he 
said, "they cooperated very well 
throughout the trial." 
Bernard is no longer a 
boa:r:der at the fraternity. 
. . Tim Kenney, vice president 
of Phi Kappa Theta, also said the 
By Joe Caron 
Mother Earth has recently 
rewarded two of her faithful 
stewards for their extraordinary 
recycling efforts. William Berger, 
a first year environmental 
conservation major, and Kathleen 
Adams, a junior wildlife 
management major, each earned 
$500 scholarships from Students 
for University Recycling. 
"It was great that I got it," . 
Berger said, "Every little bit helps. 
My parents were psyched, too." 
Berger developed a program 
forrecyclingthe scrap paper from 
the campus computer clusters. 
. Berger credits his award largely 
to the essay on his application, 
but he suspects his tangible 
· recycling activities "had 
something to do with it." · 
Students who applied for the 
scholarship had to demonstrate 
financial need, a GP A of 2. 7 and 
write an essay revealing how he 
or she would fashion a healthy 
Earth. , One winner had to be 
from Life ·Sci~nces and 





Robert Blanchard, associate 
dean for Life Sciences and 
Agriculture, and Brian Graves, a 
primary organizer of campus 
recycling, reviewed the essays 
and chose the recipients. 
"We were looking for 
someone best qualified to use the 
money, someone to best serve the 
community's environmental 
benefit," said Graves. 
SCHOLARSHIP, 
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S011p kitchen's simple, super food • surprises:· 
By Melissa Inglis 
I'm nervous. 
I mean, this is a new experience and all. I am supposed 
to do something I always wanted to do, so nervousness is 
normal. 
. ) 
But should I really be this .uncomfortable? 
Should I act a certain way, or just act natural? But 
how can I act natural around t~ese people? 
How shoulsf I dress? I probably shouldn~t dress up, 
I kr:10wthat, but_I don'.t want to dress down either. But will 
I fit in bett~r tha~ way? . 
. All these thoughts running through my brain for 
days and days. 
Now, walking from the Dover bus stop on this sunny 
Thursday afternoon when I could and would rather 
b~ playing . frisbee qack at school, the thoughts 
inJensify. , .. 
.. My. father work:5 in Dover, but I didn't know 
thei;e.wasas~µplqtchenintheKnightsofColumbus 
Hall, only a,fe}'V. bl~ks away from his .office. 
·· Today, I was headed for that soup kitchen 
instead of the qffice to help feed those people I'd . 
only s~en qn TV odn the movies. 
I w~s-nervous. 
I talked to. Pat Ke,enan, the coordinator of the 
Dover. Frie,ndly Soup Kitchen. She told me what 
th~ kitchen is all abc,mt, what I might be asked to do 
or help, wi~h. Most of it I expected, like helping to 
prepare food or setting up tables and things Hke 
that. . . 
Then Pat said, "We always feed the children 
first." 
The children? 
Wait a ·minute, weren't homeless people old 
men in baggy, dirty clothes who were war veterans? 
Those guys who wander about town and hang 
around the bus s.top? 
There was not supposed to be any children. 
I was confused and kind of ashamed. I had 
never seen homeless children. What was I to 
expect? The'only thing I could think of were those 
children in the ads where Sa-Uy Struthers tells you 
that for the price of a cup of coffee, you can feed, 
clothe, and educate a child. 
I guess I'll just have to find out. 
As I turn the corner onto Nelson St., I see the yellow 
Knights of Columbus building. It is old and in need of a 
paint job. There are some kids hanging around out front. 
Are they waiting to eat? It. is only 4:00, and dinner isn't 
supposed to be served until 5:00, that's what Pat said. 
Portland lists by 
priority for Medicaid 
Portland, 9re. - Saying they_can no longer afford the 
costly miracles of modern medicine, Oregon officials 
yesterday announced the centerpiece of a plan to 
begin limiting medical services for people whose health 
care is paid for by the government. Proponents de-
scribe the plan as a pioneering effort to balance limited 
government money against the potential for nearly 
unlimited high-cost, high-technology medical care. 
U.S. seeks to ease 
tech. sales exports 
Washington - The Bush Administration yesterday 
proposed a relaxation of restrictions on the export of 
· advanced technological products to the Soviet Union 
· -and Eastern Europe, including computers, precision 
ri:iachi,ne tools and telecommunications equipment. 
. ~-A~c'qJ4::WartE;lnsions ease, America's allies have sought 
:'· FJ:!l'.Qte' li't,?~:£~{ tr~ding rules, and the. business commu-
·/, ·tiity 1:t~) ~~pt'E:~~sed concern that what it considers 
·: exce~~ive ~i;itt61 of exports is denying markets to the 
· Urii~e~,t'}tii:tes.•''fhe· change was opposed by conserva-
thi~s'~ (t~e ~!htagon. 
Around the side of the building there is a doorstep, 
where two women sit. One.is my age. She wears a Rhode 
· Island sweatshirt and madras print shorts, her blond hair 
ip a ponytail. She says, "Hi." 
The other woman is oJq.er, heavyset a-nd wears glasses. 
She does not smile and looks mean._ 
The younger woman's name is Robin, .and she · is a 
junior at UNH too. We talk about school and the soup 
kitchen. She helps there every Thursday, help prepare the 
food. 
• She tells me, "We don't let the people into the kitchen 
where the food is made, because they steal stuff." 
Who steals stuff? "The kids?" I ask. 
"Nd, the adults too," Robin says. 
Some kids with Dover High jackets show up. They, 
talk kind of funny, like they have speech impediments, 
and remind me of the students who were in the remedial 
classes at my high school. The kind of people I tried to 
avoid or ignore in the hall. · 
"Are they here to help too?" I ask Robin. 
She says they're not. They are· here to eat. 
Mormons drop rights 
that oppose women 
Utah- Last month the Mormon Church, with 7.3 million 
members, and one of the world's fastest-growing religious 
groups, quietly dropped from its temple rituals a vow in 
which women pledged obedience to their husbands, the 
wearing of face veils by women, and a portrayal of non-
Mormon clergy as hirelings of.Satan. Church officials have 
confirmed that changes went into effect in mid-April, but 
the ceremonies are considered to be too sacred, they say, for 
them to comment further. 
Republicans gains 
expected this fall 
Washington - ~f, Senate races shape up arou'nd the coun- · 
· try, officials in both parties say Republicans are bucking the 
· usual trend in midterm elections: they are in good position 
to pick up several seats this fall and narrow the gap with 
Democrats. Some Republicans are even hoping and some 
Democrats are worrying that Republicans have a c!lanee to 
retake the Senate, where Democrats hold 55 seats to the 
Republicans' 45. Most analysts predict, however, a gain of 
two or three seats by Republicans this year, with the battle 
for control coming in 1992. 
More helpers arrive, and I learn quickly what to do. 
My tasks kind of get my mind off the kids and the adults 
who are wandering into the front room where the tables 
are. 
There are all ~orts of people. The funny thing is, they 
look a lot like some ·of my reiatives. I could actually 
picture some of my cousins here. 
_ There are many, many-children., 
There are no old men with baggy, dirty clothes who 
look like war veterans. , 
! help serve the, food, which consists of English 
Muffin pizzas, salads, corn, and desert . 
Helping is not as difficult-as I thought. While I serve -
food my brain slips into its automatic waitress-mode and . -
I am no longer serving:homeless and poor people, ; 
but customers who deserve politeness and courtesy. 
These people are my ,eustomers, . and I am their 
servant. 
The children I had been so scared to · 
acknowledge are cute and funny and rambunctious. 
I am reminded of all the children I ever babysat. 
Thetablesarecovered withlongsheet-s 
of newsprint: paper on. which the .children draw· 
with crayons until mealtime: At one table, a mother 
. works on a report for h~r college class while her fi:ve · 
small children eat. She doesn't eat anything. 
The child of one of the helpers helps · 
herself to the food that is supposed to be for the 
people. That makes me mad. That food could .be 
someone's only meal for a day or even a,week, and 
that child is ea.ting it like a snack to tide her over 
until dinner. And not one helper says anything 
about it; I wonder if they feel the same way I do. 
And how do the poor people feel, seeing this girl 
whose father drove his Saab to the soup kitchen eat 
their meal. 
Time flies fast, and soon we' re cleaning 
up. I am surprised how quick the people leave. One 
woman asks for tin foil to cover her food so she can 
take it home with her. When I come back with the 
foil, ·she is gone, her food left on the· table. I think 
maybe she has just gone to the bathroom, but she 
really left. She didn't even wait to take her tooa. 
''That's the story of their lives," says one of ~he 
helpers with a dismissing _wave of her hand. Real 
optimistic. 
What I woredidn'tmatter. ldon'tthinkthosepeople 
really cared what I wore, it was my attitu:dethat mattered. 
Treating them with the respect another human deserves, 
whether they have money or not. · 
Ethics· Panel at 
impasse on Frank 
Washington - The House ethics commjttee, which has 
met periodically for the last seven m~nths on the case 
of Representative Barney Frank, appears ·to have 
reached an impasse over how to de.al with his involve-
ment with a male prostitute. One sign of the stalemate 
came yesterQ.ay when the House panel, the Committee 
on Standa·rds of Official conduct~ abruptly adjourned 
without scheduling more sessions concerning Mr. 
Frank. This is unusual when the panel is in the middle 
of an investigation. 
L.A. mayor calls for 
water rationing 
Los Angeles (AP) - Mayor Tom Bradley yesterday pro-
posed a water rationing program that would require 
residents to cut water use 10 percent below.1986 levels 
to cope with the fourth year of drought in California. 
Mr. Bradley called on the City Council to approve 
measures that include surcharge penalties for using 
too much water and the hiring of more employees to 
enforce cutbacks, if needed. · 
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Homosexuals and Greeks a volatile issue 
By Eileen Malloy · 
Mike Sciola, Greek Coordinator 
for UNH, and Peter Welch, a 
Health Educator for UNH, both 
estimate that 20 to 25 percent of 
the students in the Greek system 
are homosexual, compared with 
the widely recognized figure of 
10% of the general public. Sciola 
and Welch cited male bonding and 
the single sex environment of each 
houseasreasonsfortheirestimate. 
Both also said that there is a great 
amount of homophobia in the 
Greek system. 
Some Greek members agreed 
with Sciola and Welch, and others 
disagreed with their estimates. 
Joe Quigley, president of 
Lambda Chi Alpha, said t~at he 
does not know of any homosexuals 
in his fraternity. Quigley also said 
· that Lamda Chi Alpha does not 
discriminate against homosexuals, 
but said that "it's really tough for 
people to fend off their 
misconceptions of homosexuals". 
A representative for one UNH 
fraternity said that "there's 
definitely attitudes" against 
homosexuals in his fraternity. "We 
just don't care for them," said the 
anonymous fraternity member. 
"Personally, if I saw a couple of 
guys holding hands it would 
probably piss me off." He also said 
there were no homosexuals or any 
evidence .of homophobia in his 
fraternity. 
Stephanie Yphantes, Vice 
President of Phi Mu, said the 
estimate of the · number of 
homosexuals in the Greek system 
seemed kind of high . .Yphantes 
also said that she hasn't seen any 
evidence of homophobia from 
membersofPhiMu. "Idon'tthink 
that we as a sorority have bad 
feelings towards homosexuals, but 
I think from what I've seen on the 
UNH campus people are 
intolerant," said Yphantes. -
. Tim Myles, president of Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon, said that he does 
not know of any homosexuals in 
his.fraternity and that homophobia 
is not a problem in his fraternity. 
Myles also said that the slang 
Professors invent 
clothing to · guage 
body movement 
Clothing will help determine physical ability 
By Erin Elwood 
· Professor John La Course has 
originated, over the course of_ a 
year, a totally unique line of 
clothing which measures body 
movement in relation to jobs. Yet; 
fashion is not -hl_s main concern. · 
LaCourse, an associate 
professo'r of Electrical 
Engineering at UNH, along with 
a team of other professors, 
invented this suit which 
resembles a pair of long johns. 
The long johns are dotted with 
NASA-developed motion 
sensors which are linked to a 
compact on-suit computer. 
Obviously, this bizarre outfit 
is not used to make a fashion 
statement. The "actimeter," its 
proper name, has been developed 
for the Social Security 
Administration. 
The suit is mainly going to be 
used in the pre-employment stage 
for companies. What the suit does 
exactly is measure a person's 
ability to work in a certain job. 
According to Lacourse, job 
applicants will wear these suits 
under their _ clothes to test their 
"physical mobility." 
"We want to end up with a 
way to match abilities to 
availabilities," said Lacourse. For 
example, he explains that if a 
certain jobapplieant is capable of 
80% of the movement for a job, it 
might indicate that he is qualified 
for'this line of employment. The 2 
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· Spring is her~! (Photo.by Ben Frazier) 
expressions referring to 
homc;>sexuals sometimes used by 
~embers of his fraternity, such 
as "homo," are merely common 
expressions and are not 
intentional gay bashing. 
Two anonymous Greek 
brothers adn\itted thatthey knew 
their fraternity preferred 
heterosexuals as brothers. They 
said that one pledge was not 
initiated as a brother in their 
fraternity because he . "looked 
faggy." • 
Sciola said that the only 
incident he can remember in 
which there has been 
discrimination -against 
homosexuc;1ls by the Greek 
system at UNH was 
during the Kappa Sigma Keg 
· Toss two years ago. The word 
"flamer" was chalked in big, 
bright bold letters on the grass, 
marking the first boundary, 
· followed by wimp, not bad, stud, 
and he-man. 
Kristin Bro~n, house manager 
of Delta Zeta, said she thinks 
there's evidence of homophobia 
with any group of people. Brown 
also said that Delta Zeta chooses 
members "because they fit in, and 
get along. Being a lesbian has no 
effect." 
Welch said that homophobia is 
ten times more prevalent in 
fraternities and sport teams. Welsh 
said·that he sees the attitude that 
"men are men, and men who are 
not are mice" evident in the Greek 
system. 
According to Welch, one way 
to the 'decrease the amount of 
homophobia would be to learn to 
"value the feminine in women, and 
the feminine in men. If we lived in 
a culture that was less sexist we 
would have less homophobia." 
Sciola said that. each chapter 
has a speaker come and talk to 
them about AIDS and a number of 
subtopics, which_ include 
homophobia. 
Chuck Bolesh, president of 
Kappa Sigma, said that he doesn't 
think Greek pledges should have 
to mandatorily attend_ these talks. 
All pledges have to attend these 
talks along with as many 
members as possible. Bolesh said 
that since the university mandates 
this for the Greek system · "they 
should do it to every recognized 
organization." 
· Bolesh also ·said that members 
have their own personal beliefs 
towards homosexuality. "I don't 
think you should blame an 
organization for their . 
beli~s," said Bolesh. _ 
Several weeks ago at the 
University of Vermont, Acacia 
was readying to init~ate its first 
black pledge, 18-year-old 
Winston Brathwaite of St. Croix. 
Brathwaite was told that as soon . 
as he became a brother he would 
also be made an officer of the 
fraternity. While awaiting 
initiation, Brathwaite told the 
fraternity that he was gay. Two 
days later the fraternity rejected 
him. UVM students criticized that 
fraternity, which was suspended 
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Randall Hall will receive renovations over the summer (Photo by Ed Sawyer) 
Randall and Hitchcock Halls to be 
renovated over summer months 
Smith lo~es out due to lack of money 
By Roi Aloupis 
Randall Hall, Hitchcock Hall 
· and Smith Hall need help. These 
are three of the older dormitories 
on cam pus and renovations are 
required. 
Upper quad hall director 
Paula Dinardo said that Randall 
and Hitchcock will be closed this 
summer so that new phones and 
windows can be installed, 
bathroom · renovations can be 
performed, and a sprinkler system 
can be added. 
Renovations on Smith Hall, · 
which Interim President Gus 
Kinnear has been vocally 
supportive of, will not take place. 
The reason, according to 
Director . of Housing and 
Conferences Carol Bischoff, is 
funding. Smith Hall requires 
"virtual gutting," said Bischoff. 
The floors, ceilings and stairwells 
all need to be fixed to meet fire 
safety standards. 





million would be needed to 
renovate Smith Hall. Randall and 
Hitchcock Halls will cost $75,000. 
It is this price difference th.at led 
Randall and Hitchcock to be 
renovated over Smith: 
The time needed to update 
these dorms differ greatly. 
Bischoff said it would take a 
· summer and a semester . to 
renovate Smith Hall 
Plans are still in the work~ as 
to when this will happen. The 
,university is hoping to wait until 
· the new apartment complex goes 
on line, so there will be additi~nal 
beds to house those students 
displaced · by the temporary 
closing of Smith. 
· "Part of the idea of Smith 
Hall is to have a community," 
said Bischoff. · "All the students 
need to stay together for that to 
happen." 
t 
U.S. · and Soviets effort 
to·endMghan War 
Washington -The United States and the Soviet 
Union are exploring a new approach to ending the 
Afghan conflict, under which Moscow would accept 
elections to choose a new government and Washington 
would let th~ current leader, Najibullah, run for presi-
dent if he first surrendered power. The Soviet Union 
and the United States have shown increased flexibility 
in the latest discussions. Details of the talks were 
disclosed yesterday by Administration officials and 
Pakistani diplomats. , 
Foes are upbeat on 
search for new order 
Cape Town - The South African government 
yesterday opened its first formal talks with the African 
Nattonal congress, which has been struggling since 
1912 to rid the country of white minority domination. 
"This is the first time in 78 years that a truly serious 
meeting takes place between delegations of the African 
National Congress and the succession of white govern-
ments that have ruled our country for generations," 
said Nelson Mandela. 
A ''Marshall Plan" for 
the environment 
. Washington - Legislators from 42 countries called 
yesterdays for a "global Marshall plan" under which in-
dustrial nations would help less developed countries grow 
economically while still protecting the environment. The 
conference.did not specify how much such an effort might 
cost but urged the richer countries to help finance countries 
to help finance environmentally benign growth in the third 
~ili. . 
Freed U~S. hostage tells 
of-fours others 
Wiesbaden, W. Germany - Frank Herbert Reed, the 
American hostage freed in Bierut on Monday, said yester-
day'that he was held for months at a time with at least four 
other We~terners, including two Americans, and that he 
was angry they had not been released. Mr. Reed was 
released to Syrian officials after three and a half years in the 
hands if Shiite Moslem fundamentalist kidnappers. He is 
now at the United States Air force Hospital in Wiesbaden 
. for medical tests and debriefings. 
Burmese rights 
abuses continue 
Burma - Amnesty International has charged in 
a report that "severe human rights violations" have 
continued to be frequent in Myanmar, formerly Burma, 
under the current military Government. The report, 
made-public Tuesday, said these rights violations had 
kept on ocurring "at a very high level'', in Myanmar 
since September 1988, when its Armed forces Chiefof 
Staff, Gen. Saw Maung, led a military coup that .ended 
the 26-year rule of the Burma Socialist Program Party 
of Gen. Ne Win. 
Taiwan chooses 
Prime· Minister 
_ Taipei, Taiwan - President Lee Teng-hui picked 
the country's top.military official yesterday to be-Prime 
Minister. Defense Minister Hau Pei-tsun, the country's 
only four-star general, said he accepted the offer to 
_ head the Government at-a meeting with the President. 
Gen. Hau, 71 years old, would replace Lee Huan, 73, in 
about two weeks. 
SUMMER Combine the advantages of UNH at Manchester with opportunities for work, recreation and cultural devel-
opment that exist in the largest city in norfhern New 
England. Use your summer to catch up, explore new 
areas of interest or to get started on a college degree. 
Four summer sessions will be offered, starting May 28. 
WITHTHE 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMP.SHIRE 
~/f1~Sf-&r 
FOUR SUMMER SESSIONS OFFERED: 
1. May 28 - July 5 3. June 4 - July 26 
2. May 28-August 16 4. July 9-Augtist 16 
FoRUNii STUDENTS WHO LIVE AND WORK IN THE MERRIMACK ¼LLEY 
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE SCHEDULE ■ SUMMER1990 
Dept. No. . Course litle CKN Cr Day(s) Times lnstrudor Dates Bldg. IWks 
MANCHESTER COURSES 
ADMN424 Business Statistics 30919 4 M/W 9:00am-11:30am Royce 5/28-8/15 · DC 12 
ANSC400 rood & People 30926 4 rn 6:00 pm-8:05 pm Engle S/31-8/9 DC 12 
ANTH411 Cultural & Social Anthropology 30931 4 M/W/TH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Piotrowski S/28-1/S . DC 6 -
ARTS551 Photography 30933 4 TITH 9:00 am-12:00am Samson 5/29-M , Inst 12 
OE520 Environmental Pollution 
& Protection 30934 3 TITH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Doucet 6/5-?/26 DC 8 
CMN455 intro. to Mass Communication 30935 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:05 pm Rondeau .S/29-8/9 HH 12 
CMNSOO PublicSpeakiJ:tg 30936 4 MIT/TH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Lowenstein 5/28-115 HH 6 
ECON401 Principles of Economics Macro 30937 4 MIT/TH 6:00 pm-8,:30 pm Birch S/28-1/5 . HH 6 
ECON402 Principles of Economics Micro 30938 4 MIT/TH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Romps 119-8116 DC 6 
ENGL401 Freshman English 30939 4 M/W 6:00 pm-9:00 pm Rondeau 6/4!//25 _ - HH 8 
ENGL514 Survey of British Literature 30941 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Spangler 6/5-?/26 HH 8 
ENGL749 Major .American ,Authors 30943 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Lee,M. 6/S:,/26 DC 8 
ESCl401 Principles of Geology I 30944 4 M/W 9:00 am-12:00 am Olszewski 6/4!//25 DC 8 
Lab for above M/W 12:30 pm-2:00 pm 0157.eWSki 
FRENSOl . Review of French 30945 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:05 pm Bonow 5/29-a/9 HH 12 '-u 
GEOG402 Reg. Geog. of Non-West. World 30946 4 . M/W/TH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Bayr 5/28-1/5 HH 6 
HIST406 History of the Modem U.S. 30947 4 M/T/TH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Walsh 119-8116 HH 6 
HIST436 Western Civilization 30950 4 M/W 6:00 pm-9:00 pm Cerullo 6/4!//25 HH 8 
INTR530 Conversational Sign Lab 30977 2 M 6:00 pm-8:15 pm Hemphill 5/28-8/6 DC 12 
MATH401 Elementary Math I 30981 0-4 M/W 6:00 pm-8:45 pm Oiche 5128-8115 DC 12 
MATH402 Elementary Math Il 30984 0-4 M/W 6:00 pm-8:45 pm Brandt 5/28-8/15 DC 12 . 
MATH405 Elementary Functions 30988 0-4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Regan 5/29-8116 , DC 12 
MATH420 Finite Mathematics 30989 4 M/W 6:00 pm-8:45 pm Kieronski S/28-8/15 ,DC 12 
MATH425 Calculus I 30992 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Whalen S/29-8/16 DC 12 
MATH426 Calculusll 30993 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Petelle 5/29-a/16 DC 12 
NUIR475 Nutrition in Health. & Disease 30994 4 M/W 6:00 pm-8:15 pm Gaffney 5/28-8/8 DC 12 
PHIL412 Beginning Logic 30996 4 M/W/TH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Staley S/28-1/5 DC 6 
POLT403 U.S. in World Affairs 31000 4 M/W 6:00 pm-8:15 pm Ffeiffer S/28-8/8 HH 12 
PSYC401 lntroductien to Psychology 31003 4 M/Tmi 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Henn 7~/16 HH 6 . 
PSYCSSi Social Psychology 31006 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Pertsch 6/S:,/26 HH ·s 
PSYC723 Behavior Modification 
6/4!//25 To register with VISA or MasterCard call &Therapy 31007 4 MIW 6:00 pm-9:00 pm Altman HH 8 SOC400 Introductory Sociology 31008 4 M/W/TI:{ 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Piotrowski 1/9-8/16 JX:: 6 
UNHM at 668-0700. SOC520 The Family 31009 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Cook 6/S:,/26 HH . 8 SOC540 Social Problems 31010 4 MITmi 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Hammer 5/28,!l/5 HH 6 
220 Hackett Hill Rd. • Manchester, NH 03102 VTAE440 Concepts of Career Exploration 31011 4 M/W ' 6:00 pm-8:05 pm McOellan 5/29-8/9 HH 12 
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Freshman· Record 
Debated by IFC 
By Steve Ruhm - _ . 
For the first time in years, completed two and a half years also requires no money from the 
· freshmen who entered UNH in ago after a coin plaint was made university. 
the fall of 1989 were denied the by an applying freshman who , Fialky also said The Record is 
chance to receive the Freshman received such a mass of a non-profit publication. The IFC 
Record, a yearbook designed to university mail that it was gains nothing except advertising 
help incoming students meet new difficult to distinguish essential space for the Greek System. He 
people. from accessory mail. said the publication is widely 
The Record, which was The IFC, which took on the subscribed to and has never in its 
previously offered to the attempted revival of The history had any problems being 
. freshmen class by Sigma Nu Freshman Record program, was financed. 
F,raternity, was unable to also denied access to the When it was available, The 
continue publication when the incoming student listing, an FreshrnanRecordcosteachstudent 
Department of Academic Affairs actionFialkyfeltwasunjustified. approximately$12 and included a 
refused to release the listing of picture and description of each 
in~oming students to the Spiller said the Orientation student. Fialky said he hopes the 
sponsors, according to UNH Steering Committee reviewed AcademicAffairsDepartmentwill 
Inter-Fraternity Council the IFC request for the student change their policy in the next year, 
President Jeff Fialky. listing and decided to stick with because he would like to see future 
Fialky said that The Record, their previous decision. UNH Freshmen benefit as he did 
whichdoesn'tcosttheuniversity As a subscriber to The by having The Record to get them 
anything, was discontinued Record his Freshman year, started. 
because the Department of - Fialky said it proved invaluable Spiller said an option has been 
Academic Affairs was trying to to him in meeting new people. created that would help The Record 
cut down on non-academic mail He said that virtually every gain publicity is the Resource Fair. 
sent to applying Freshmen. college in the nation offers a The fair is put on during the six 
Judy Spiller, of Academic version of The Record to its new , orientation sessions in June for 
Affairs said the decision to deny studentstohelpthemgetstarted incoming Freshmen. She said the 
Sigma Nu the student listings in the unfamiliar surroundings. fair creates a location for campus 
was made by the Orientation Fialky said The Freshman organizations to show new 
Steering Committee, comprised Record-requires nothing of the students what they have to offer. 
of 30 UNH faculty, student, and university in terms of funding -Presently, Fialky said the IFC has 
staff members. or assistance with publication. made no immediate plans to 
Spiller said that a review of TheRecordrequiresonemailing resurrect The Freshman Record 
university application mail was per student, which Fialky said program for the following year. 
Glory Daze looks empty without· its usual host of lively students.(photo by Jen Flad) 
Got a list of Complaints? 
,Write a letter to the 
Editor. 
1990 PAGES 
Friday, May _4 
NH International Seminar - '1'he German Greens: Roots, 
Cross Currents, Chances and Limits," Carl Amery, Munich Federal 
Republic of Germany. Alumni Center, 3:45 p.m; Information: 862-
2398. 
Niche Coffee House - Open Mike Night hosted by Andy 
Happel. All musicians, comedians etc. invited to perform. If 
interested call Amy, 862-2148. Refreshments provided, but please 
bring your own mug. 7L Devine Niche, 8 p.m., students $1, general 
$2. . 
University Theater - "The Lower Depths." Johnson Theater, 
8p.m. · 
Saturday, May 5 
Cornet-Watching Sessions - Benjamin Hersh, director or UNH 
Observatory will help locate Comet Austin (weather permitting) 
Field behind UNH' s Kingman Farm, 4 a.m. to sunrise. Information: 
862-1950. 
Spring Horse Trials - Dressage competition. Green Acres 
Farms, Drew Road, Dover, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., free. Information: Janet 
Briggs to Amy Dick~ns, 862-1174 
Men's Baseball-vs. Hartford-2, 1 p.m. 
Concert _- Max Creek. Sponsored by SCOPE. Granite State 
Room, MUB, 8 p.m., students $5, general $10. Tickets at MUB Ticket 
Office, M-F 10a-4p. 
Spring Concert - The New Hampshire Notables · with the 
Beelzebubs, Tufts University. Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m., 
students/ senior citizens $4, general $6. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office 
and at door. 
University Theater - "The Lower Depths." Johnson Theater, 
8p.m. 
. ... -ff .. '.) 
. Sunday, May 6 
Spring Horse Trials - Cross-country endurance and stadium 
jumping. UNH Light Horse Center, Mast Road, 8 a.m: to 3 p.m. 
Jumping at UNH athletic field at noon, free. Information: 862-1174. 
Men's Baseball - vs. Hartford, noon. 
· Concert- Red Hot Chili Peppers. Outdoors East/West Lawn, 
1 p.m., free. · i . 
! I . 
Honors Con~ocation - Lundholm Stadiu~, Field .House, 2 
p.m. 
MUSO Film - "Four Adventures of Reinette and M~rabeHe." 
Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m. 
UNH Jazz Band - Dave Seiler, directing. Johnson Theater, 
Paul Arts, 8 p.m., free. 
Monday, May·7 
Celebrity Series - New York Woodwind Quintet . . Johnson 
Theater, 8 p .. m. Tickets at MUB tick~t Office, 862-2290. 
Tuesday, May 8 
'· 
Last day' an announced oral or written exam may l;>e given 
before final exam period. 
Student Recital #10 - Bratton Recital h~ll, Paul Art~, 1 p.m. 
Men's Lacrosse - vs. Dartmou_th, 3 p.m. 
Asian Studies seminar - '"The US and the Nineteenth Century 
Chinese Coolie Trade." David Long, Dept. of History. Hillsborough 
Room, MUB, 12:30 p.m. 
Children's Theater Production -Sold Out 
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What are you expecting from the Red Hot Chili Peppers this 
Sunday? . 
"Lots of slam-dancing and uncontrol-
able drunks." 
"Men wearing socks." "I expect that they are going to rock 
with their *#*A@ out." 













They p_lay the game· with their 





~ T-Shirts available on campus soon 
~Proceeds from the sale of each t-shirt 
will benefit a U.N.H. scho!arship fund. · 
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SCHOLARSHIP, from page 1 
The money for the schol-
arships came from the $3,000 
generated by . the current 
recycling 
program. According to 
Graves, recycling in not only a 
wise ecological practice, but also 
a feasible business practice. He 
wants very much to expand the 
program. 
"Right now 
we get 34 cents a pound for our 
aluminum, but we truck it to a 
Manchester recycling firm. If 
we could integrate our 
recyclables with the voluntary 
Durham program, we could get 
another 10 cents a pound," said with the administration. 
Graves. · "They've been hesitant. I 
Graves also understand they need to deal 
.. said that $3,000 is a "drop in the with budget woes, but I think 
bucket" compared to the program they could have dedicated a little 
at Dartmouth University. In one more to the [recycling] effort," 
year, Dartmouth collected 19 tons according to Graves. 
ofaluminum,57tonsofnewsprint, However, the 
91 tons of white paper, and (in 6 administration did spot $3,000 
months)70tonsofcardboard. For from grounds and roads to 
these they received a total of purchase a new fleet of 
$19,500 in addition to the $23,324 aluminum-cancollectionbarrels. 
th~y saved on landfill co~ts, They are blue, 35 gallon 
according to Graves. Rubbermaid barrels, with covers 
In trying to that have holes to plunk the cans _ 
enthuse the campus to recycle, · through. On the sides are the 
Gravesexpresseddisappointment , UNH/recycle logos. 
' 
.•-
Bottles await the recycling process that will take them out of the waste stream for the time being, 
anyway(photo by Kimberly-Hilley) 
La~OURSE, from page 3 · 
powered by a transistor radio 
battery.Thecomputersamplesthe 
sensors every five seconds to 
record one of the 52 possible body 
positions. Sampling which is done 
more often might be included in 
future improvements. 
0% that the applicant 
cannot accomplish may entail 
simple tasks, such as reaching to 
get a book off a shelf. A solution 
tothisproblem wouldbetomake 
some slight changes in the job. 
Alice Crow 
Seidel, an associate professor of 
occupational therapy, has been_ 
working with 'La Course. She said 
that companies are concerned 
with preventing certain disorders 
,like carpal tunnel syndrome and 
. chronic neck and lower back pain. 
. Jn order to prevent t hese 
.. disorders one must insure that a 
' .certain job does not require that 
"Conveniently 
located on the 
Coast bus rdo1!:" 
Maplewoo 
an employee contin•ually repeat 
any strenuous movements. 
La Course feels 
that essentially the suit is 
protecting the employee. It would 
be better off for the job applicant 
not to take the job rather than 
have physical problems later on 
down the road. 
Besides 
employer·s, physical therapists 
can also make use of this new 
invention in order to estimate the 
course of rehabilitation for their 
patients. 
The suit is 
LaCourse's 
team just finished its first year's 
grant and the Social Security 
Administration is funding them 
through 1991. 
At $274,000 a 
suit, this new fashion will most 
likely not show up in local 
department stores. 
The Best of the Bunch 
BAlfMAJ 
=5!!111AR,& GRILL~ 
■ Lobster • Steaks ■ BBQ Ribs 
■ Burgers ■ Salads ■ Pizza 
Live Top-40 Dance Entertainment 
172 Hanover St.(next to Parking Garage) 431 5795 
Downtown Porstmouth, N.H. • · 
[ 9JC ] ( o/ISJl] ( 51/X ) 5tccepted 
GENERAL 
MUB LOCKER RENTERS: Keys must be returned by May 3l 
to receive key deposit refund. Locks must be removed by May 31 
from lockers requiring your own lock. Lockers can be renewed for 
summer. Questions: call 862-1524. 
GOLDEN KEY HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTION 
CEREMONY: Tuesday, May 8, Strafford Room, MUB, 7 p.m. 
HEALTH 
OPEN LINE: Phone life for gay, lesbian, bisexual support, 
call 862-3922. Sun.-Thurs., 5 p.m. -10 p.m. (fues. 6 p.m. -10 p.m.). 
Information also available regarding various support groups for 
lesbians, gay men & bisexuals. 
LESBIAN,GAY,BISEXUALSUPPORTGROUPS: CallHealth 
Education at 862-3823 for more information. 
OVEREA TERS ANONYMOUS: Tuesdays, Resource Room 
#249, Health Service Center, 12-1 p.m. 
HIV/ AIDS TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous and 
confidential; available at the Office of Health Education & 
Promotion. Mon. 9-2:30; Tues. 9-11:45. Call ext. 3823 for an 
appointment. 
AL-ANON MEETINGS: Mondays, Medical Library #222, 
Health Service Center, 12-1 p.m. 
Don't just 
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By Kimberly Hilley 
It all began in the late seventies when Randy Newman 
came out with that stupid song, "Short People Got No Reason to 
Live". I'm not sure he never realized the irreversible damage he 
was inflicting upon us short fifth graders. Wow, was that a 
traumatic time; constant ridicule surrounded me. The sad truth is, 
the ridicule contin~ed past fifth grade and long after Newman 
was no longer popular. 
One of the first horrible cases of mistaken identity that 
occurred due to my lack of height was on Eastern Airlines. I was 
flying alone for the first time and my parents insisted on letting 
the stewardess know this. After the flight got under way the 
blondie stewardess came over and asked me if I would like some 
crayons and a coloring book. I snottily whipped out my copy of 
Hemingway's A Farewell to Arms, and calmly said no thank you. 
My mind was racing; boy was I pissed, what nerve! I was thirteen 
years old, for Chrissake I had reached puberty and was becoming 
a young woman! I hate to say I am still mistaken for this age today. 
The last time I went into the shoe store I was treated like 
a child. I figure there are two reasons why this rnuld have 
happened, number one being my childlike appearance~ or num-
ber two, the fact that I was buying size three and a half shoes. Here 
I am sitting in this family shoe store, being treated like a ten year 
old, and this guy who's about nineteen or twenty and definitely 
does not have any sort of college degree is waiting on me. He's 
trying to make conversation, he wants me to buy those goddamn 
size three and half white Nike te'nnis sneakers so he can get his 
commission. He wants to be timely, he wants my mommy to think 
h~'s intelligent so she'll buy Kimmy some sneakies from him. So 
he says to my mommy, "New Kids on the Block are a really great 
ban_d aren't they? Ya know they're really good for kids these days -
being drug free and all, I hear the younger teens really enjoy them. 
Then he has the nerve to look directly at me with his fake smile and 
say, "You probably enjoy New Kids on the Block, don't you?" Is 
this guy saying that I'm a "younger teen"? I'm 21 years old, I'm old 
enough tq drink legally, I'm probably older than he is. Forget it 
now buddy~ take your commission and shove it up your butt. 
This happens to be only one of the many situations that 
occurs in my ever so childlike life. But wait, maybe there are some 
advantages to this kind of thing. Financial advantages that is. 
Sometimes I can get into the movies for a cheaper rate, but then 
sometimes I can't get into the movies at all because children under 
seventeen aren't allowed to see rated R movies, and who brings 
their ID to the movies? Amusement parks, that another place I can 
get in for a reduced rate, too bad once I'm in I can't ride any of the 
fun rides because I'm not as tall as the stupid cardboard clown that 
says, "You must be as. tall as me to ride." One of the days I'm going 
to sneak into the park at night and cut all their heads off. Children's 
menus- this is a good one! The small portions are great, but the 
presentation isn't so great. Sometimes they come with balloons, 
lollipops, or those placemats with all the games on them. Then 
comes the meal _itself, it's a hamburger with the bun opened up 
and a smiley face made with mustard and ketchup, the accompa-
nying french fries are shaped like space ships. This is going to be 
so much fun! And now for desert, it's a clown sundae with M&M 
eyes and a cone for a hat, how cute! · 
Someday I will think this is great, everyone will marvel 
at my youthful appearance. They will comment to my husband on 
how young I look, people won't even be able to believe I have kids, 
they'll want to use my hands for Palmolive commercials. I'll be 
rich!!! My face will be plastered everywhere- National Inquirer 
will claim I'm the youngest looking woman ever. Youthfulness, 
fame and wealth will answer my problems and save my life. 
Kimberly Hilley, brand-spankin' new Managi,ng Editor, 
makes an excellent lasagna and has hopes and dreams that 
cause even the truest romantic to shiver with pleasure 
,,/ 
~a-
/ I \. 
Summers . a{most fiere! 
·JI_~ ~PAii(+ ........... "-... •• 
By Ellen Harris 
Snickers .. ·. Reeses ... 
condoms ... Skittles. 
In an attempt to promote 
safer sex on: the UNH campus, 
-condo~s are now being sold in 
vending machines in the MUB and 
in dormatories. 
Dr. Peter Patterson, 
director of UNH Health Services, 
said that the UNH AIDS 
consultation group suggested 
several years ago to make condoms 
accessible in machines. UNH tried 
to find a vendor to put up condom 
machines in bathrooms, · but they 
were unable to find a company 
that would take proper care of the 
machines. 
. As a solution, DNH asked 
the current vendor, Canteen Food · 
and Vending Service Corporation, 
· to stock them in existing machines. 
'Patterson said that he 
suggested the increased 
accessibility of condoms to 
encourage students to protect 
themselves agai.nst AIDS and 
other sexually transmitted 
diseases. 
He denies that the move 
to put condoms in the machines 
encourages students to have ~ex. 
''The idea that having 
condoms available makes 
students promiscuous is absurd," 
said Patterson. "If anything, it's a 
negative impact; it makes them 
think- hey, those are there for a 
reason," he said . 
Condoms have been 
available in Cats' Closet and .the 
bookstore for over a year, but 
having the_m in the mach!nes 
now makes them more 
accessible, said Patterson. 
"AIDS kills ... ~nd the 
only protection we have is 
abstinence or condoms," said 
Patterson. "And since it's highly 
unlikelythat 10,500 students are 
going to be abstinate, we jolly 
well better have condoms." 
Patterson said that he 
. would like to see machines in 
every lavatory. "You can't drop 
them out of an airplane. We 
need to put them somewhere," 
he said. 
A pair of hands lock together to spell "Together'' ( Photo by Don Carlson ) 
GREEKS, from page 3 
pending an investigation. 
"I think it's unbelievable 
that they chose him because he's 
black," said Myles. "It should be 
for his personality." 
/ Myles also said that · 
because Brathwaite was gay 
shouldn't have changed their 
decision. 
Quigley also agreed that · 
a brother is chosen for his 
personality. Quigley said that if a 
brother was gay that it would not 
be an uncomfortable situation in 
the fraternity. 
Sciola said . that the 
incident at UVM would not have 
happened, here in the same way. 
"One thing that's different is that 
UNH has a Non-discrimination 
Policy," said Sciola. 
The Non-discrimination 
folicy, found in the Student 
Handbook, reads "UNH rules and 
policies protect students and 
faculty and staff members from 
discrimination on the basis of race, 
color, religion, sexual orientation, 
veteran status, gender, age, 
· national origin, or disability ... If 
the discrimination is by a student 
or student group, students may 
initiate action through the Student 
Conduct Office (862-3377)." 
When two Greek . 
brothers, who wished to remain 
anonymous, were asked about 
various t-shirt raids they said that 
the words written on them were 
. generally done in fun. Some of 
the slogans include "no fat chicks" 
and "no fags". 
"Some people just want 
to make a big deal out of nothing, 
Don't let Earth Day 
be just a memory! 
like what happened at the Kappa 
Sig Keg Toss a few years ago," 
admitted one ofthe men. , 
Mike Paquin, a member . 
of Alpha Gamma Rho and the 
Inter Fraternity Council, said that 
he knows of gay members in the 
past and that there were no 
problems regarding them. When 
asked if ,he thought Alpha 
Gamma . Rho . provided a 
comfortable environment for 
homosexuals, Paquin admitted 
that 
· he didn't "know if 
homosexuals are being scared 
off." 
_ "My personal opinion 
is that the Greek system is always 
under fire for a number of 
things," commented Paquin. 
J 
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Fast pace hits McCabe and Elek on first day in 
office as new student body leaders 
By L. Hya,tt 
Panic hit the senate 
office. It was May 1st, it was the 
day that the n~w student body 
president and ~ice president 
officially came into office. It was 
time for the old team to leave. 
Boxes littered the 
senateoffice'sfloor.Newstudent 
body president Brian McCabe 
and vice president Ann-Marie 
Elek were between offices. They 
had moved everything out of 
theirold offices and were waiting 
to be able. to move into the new. 
Lunchtime found Elek 
running off to a meeting in 
Thompson Hall where she 
would discuss freshman 
orientation. 
At 12:30 pm, Elek was 
at the meeting. 
"Did anyone see a 
TV?," asked Elek. '1 called for 
one to be here now for the 
freshman camp presentation, but 
I don't see it now-." 
Everyone shook their 
heads. No one knew anything 
about the TV. 
"OK," Eleksaid calmly. 
"Let's just give them a few 
minutes and then give media 
services a call." -
1 :00 pm: President 
- Brian McCabe relaxes in the 
senate office with a newspaper. 
'1 was supposed to have 
a meeting from 12:30 to 2:30 pm 
with one . of th,e university 
presidential candidates but it was 
cancelled," said McCabe. 
"That freed up a little 
time." McCabe,glanced towards 
the door lo 'his n~w office. 
"All o{my thtngs are in 
boxes right now," said McCabe 
smiling. "We' re just waiting until 
Mike Desmarais ·and Chr_is 
Stem dale move their things out." 
McCabe glanced back at 
his newspaper. His first day in · 
office was far from over. He and 
_Elek were planning to. interview 
the university presidential 
tandidates that evening. 
They still had to fit in 
classes, and a newsp'aper 
interview somewhere in between 
moving into their new office. 
McCabe leaned back in 
his chair. ·For the moment, he 
could relax. 
Desmarais and Sterndale consider the past year one 
1• filled with trials and accompli~hments 
By Michelle Adam 
Mike Desmarais and Chris 
Sterndale saw the end of their 
· terms as student president and. 
vice president Tuesday and 
yesterday they cleaned out their 
desks for the new executives 
-Brian McCabe and Ann-Marie 
Elek. 
Even though it's over now, 
their memories of the year will 
persist for a while. 
Desmarais recalled the 
most embarrassing situation 
during his few weeks in office. 
"I walked in late to a UNH 
trustee meeting at the New 
England center," said Desmarais. 
All the important people 
like the USNH chancellor and 
trustee members were · sitting 
around the square table in the 
middle of the room. · J. Gregg 
Sanborn, dean for Student 
-Affairs, and other students were 
seated against the·wall. 
Desmarais, uncertain .. 
where to sit, sat at the large table 
next to the chancellor and the 
Keene State President. Pres1dent _ 
Haaland sat across from 
Desmarais. 
It was then that he realized 
he was sitting in the wrong place. 
''They didn't know who I 
was," said Desmarais. 
Throughout the meeting the 
chancellor whispered something 
to the chair of trustees, and the 
people in the room gave 
Desmarais strange looks. 
Desmarais tried to hide his 
nervousness by taking out his 
notes and filling his glass with 
water from the jug in front of 
him. ' "I acted like I should be 
sitting there," said Desmarais. 
When there was finally a 
break after the half-hour torture, 
the chancellor approached 
Desmarais. 
"Are you the new assistant 
for the President of Keene State?" 
asked the chancellor, staring 
sterr1.ly over her glasses at the end 
of her nose. 
Desmarais admitted that 
he was only _the UNH student 
president and took a seat with all 
the other less-important people 
sitting against the wall. He joined 
Sterndale who had entered late 
but knew where to sit. 
"Those. were the thirty 
worst minutes of my presidency," 
said Desmarais. 
Maybe McCabe -and Elek 
won't experience a _ similair 
embarrassing situation, but _they 
are going thrqugh the same 
process of acquainting themselves 
with the Board of Trustees and 
different administration 
members. 
McCabe and Elek are busy 
prioritizing _their goals they set 
out to accomplish for.next year. 
Desmarais said some of the 
accomplishments of his term were 
the tuition hike battle, _the 
installation of an intern in 
Concord, and 
the progress on the MUB 
basement renovations. "We also 
stopped two mandatory fees from 
being passed," he said . 
"We did as well as we could 
in fighting the tuitiori hike," said 
Desmarais. About 350 students 
took the buses to rally against the 
hike in Concord. 
According to senior Ryan · 
Jones, the student hike rally was 
Outgoing Student Body pt-esidents Mike Desmarais a~d Chris Stem dale debated some tough issues during the past · 
year (Photo by Mike Pamham) · 
an accomplishment. ''This last year Desmarais. He said that he hopes 
was the first time since I've been that this effort will be continued. 
here that the student president and 
vice president have actually been 
seen and are a part of the student 
body," said senior Ryan Jones. 
Desm·arais believes that 
meeting with Governor Gregg and 
the New Hampshire legislature 
also helped reduce the original 10% 
recession to 7.5%. 
Progress has been made in 
changing Channel 11 in the MUB 
to an entertainment facility, said 
Accorrling to Desmarais, 
they stopped the registration fee 
and and energy surcharge fee from 
being passed artd charged to the 
students. 
"We did a lot better job (than 
the year before) at getting students · 
involved," said Stemdale. 
Desmarais said that being 
student president was very 
· frustrating at times since he had to 
balance the needs of the students 
and the administration. 
It is diffic~lt to go into a 
meeting and have to represent 
10,000 students' needs, said 
Desmarais. 
"You learn notto take things 
personally," he said. "If you really 
believe in something you have to 
stick with it," he said. 
Sterndale said that being 
student vice president has taught 
him management styles and how 
SDP,PAGE 10 
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to work with people. 
"You always need to 
make sure you get an answer to 
what you ask. You have to be 
persistent," said Sterndale. 
Sterndale said it hasn't set 
inyetthat he's no long~r student 
vice president. "I'm still helping 
out with transactions." 
"I don't know what I'm. 
going to do with all this time I 
have," said Sterndale. He said · 
he'll have time to get some of 
his work done and lose weight. 
Desmarais will graduate · 
during the summer and has 
been offered a job with a state 
senate campaign. 
Desmarais had always 
wanted to be a professional 
basketball player, but since his 
height doesn't qualify he'll settle 
for state politics. 
Meanwhile, McCabe and 
Elek have scheduled many 
meetings and will be working 40 
hours a week to get ready for the 
next school year. 
Their most immediate 
goals , are getting freshman 
orientation students and 
returning students to register to 
vote in Durham. They would 
like students to ta\<e initiative 
concerning town zoning. 
According to McCabe, 
Desmarais and Sterndale are 
tryingto make the transition into 
office as simple as possible so 
they can start working on their 
goals. 
Relocating? Call a Leader in Customer Satifaction 
• No Excuse Price 
• Full replacement value 
protection available hi!!9aD. 
• Firm pick-up & delivery dates 
• Student & Faculty 
discounts available 
• Local & Long distanc 
moving & storage 
Manchester, NH 
Toll Free Dial "l" & 'IJ).en 
800-322-0261 
ICC No MC 52793 MC 129505 NHMC No 34 
J.CREW FACTO.RY STORE 
Sales · Associates 
·Stock Associates 
Full & Part Time 
The spirit, energy and style of ihe catalog carries forth to our J. Crew 
factory stores. 
Due to our · success, we are currently seeking additional store 
associates. Schedules for all positions include nights and weekends. 
Candidates should pos.5es.s an interest in fashion, exhtbit a strong 
customer service orientation, and have prior experience . 
. ~ offer an exciting environment, competitive salary, store discount, 
and comprehensive benefits. 
Interested candidates should apply in person to our store location 
nearest you: 
J. Crew Factory Store 
10 Bow Street · 
Freeport, Maine 04032 
or 
Kittery Outlet Village 
Box 86, Suite 2, Route 1 




Daily & Weekly Rentals 
Reasonable Rates 
Rooms and· Studio Units. 
Co~pletely Renovated 
Color T.V. 
· Telephones •Refrigerators 
Microwaves • Private Baths 
Daily Maid Srevice 
.Parking 
366 Central Ave., 
Dover, NH 
Mat. Sat. & Sun. 1 :00, 2:35 
Waft 'Disney's 
Littfe Mermaid G Ernest Goes to Jail 
Mat. Sat. & Sun. 4:20; All evenings 6:50, 9:05 
Denzel Washington in: 
GLORY 
Mat. Sat. & Sun. 1: 10. 3:QJ 
John Travolta Kirstie 
look who's talking 
Mat. Sat. & Sun. 4:50 Mat. Sat. & Sun. 4:40 
.AJI evenings 7:00, 9: 15 All Evenings 8:50 
Daniel Day Lewis in: 
STRAFFORD PLACE 
LEASE NOW FOR '90-'9t 
Studio Rooms and Suites. All Rooms with Kitchenettes. · 
Only Two Apartments Still Available. 
Call 868-2192 for information. 
. Mort-Fri. 9am-1 pm, 2pm-4pm 
,10.1,i, Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824 .· 
· Major credit cards ~ccepted for payment of rent. 
. ' ' . 
W.. e' ,-,e· The award-winning restaurant at the New I ' . England Center now has a new name: 
fOrnihg .t/:ie woods . .· ..... 
"' Walk into the woods and you'll discover 
QV9f Q anew seasonol ·menu, a terrific Sunday 
Brunch (homed Best Brunch in New 




· magazine!), and delicious Sunset Specials, 
served. daily from 5:30-p.m. 
In.our wine bar, you ca·n sample fine wines 
by the glass from the most varied wine list 
in the state. Sip your favorite beer or cock-
tail. Or nibble .on tempting hors d'oeuvres 
and sandwiches. 
So turn over a new·lea( and come see us 
often. For reservations, coll (603) 862-2815. 
t . . s 
restaurant and wine bar 
At 'the New England Center 
15 Strafford Avenue, Durham, NH 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, MAY 4, 7990 
[E~Ul}~[b~ij:~(Q)[fl} . ~ - ~~©I~@ 
9 ·am-4pm, May 7 & 9 
Strafford Room, MUB 
~i1@rrft~~ e!11ID.cdl . IllMle!l~~~ 
CID {f IB ell i1 i1 ~Ir~ cdl ~ @,J]]l ~ J])_ 
Wednesday, May ·9, 7 pm 
Film On Battered · Women 
and beginning at 7:30 pm 
Speakers 
Betts Davis, Lawyer 
Sandy Shepard, A Safe Place 
Murrary Strauss, UNH Sociology Department 
· and a representative from · Violence No More . 
'Discussion wi[[ 6e jo[fowed 6y a question and answer period 
FREE-OP-EN TO ALL 
Sponsorea 6y tfie 'Women's Issues 1(,'Esource Center 
·. THE nrCTrONARY B\)y sAG'A.E ½PL ODES f 
, .;- :·• . 
SEO :REPTANl' .R·e;PR ·· 
· ... ·' •· >.· LAIN GRAMMA 
LAPHOS. THIS TUESDAY. FEEL THE PASSION. FEEL THE 
DRAMA. FEEL-THE GREASE ON YOUR NOSE. 
PAGE 17 
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MUSICIANS WANTED! 
keyboards and drummer 
Top 40 and Pop Music 
Night Club and Work in Merrimack 
Function Band Valley and Southern NH 




THE PERFECT SOLUTION 
56 SIXTH ST .. DOVER. NH 03820 
742-4422 
WHY HAUL IT 
HOME AND BACK? 
c .. Special UNH Summer Rates 
c .. Transportation available 
Start now - no rent payment ti/ June! 








' . also available at Purdy Self Storage: 
TNH 
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard 
Credit Carda? 
::?".//.H/.//./././././././././././.././././/././././././././~ 
4•· Im,!! d ■ I · ~Al I · . I · 
i . ~ 
~ From,fhe ~ 
STUDENT SERVICES i f . d I I 
: PO BOX 224026 HOLLYWOOD. FL 33022 ~ n ~ n y ~ 
NowVoucanh,1...,8 two~1hemoslrecogne1edal'\acceotedcred•t I YES' · ~ ~ f lk • Th i 
cards •ol~ewodd ... VISA" ondM••terCerd'c,.,dltcards ... ·1nyour I • I wanl VISA"/MasterCard' I ~ 0 s 1n e ~ 
;~;~ ·E;~E~I~ :Eo:b:;E NEW IN CREDIT 0< HAVE BEEN l credit cards. En_ctOMCI find SI 5 .00 w ~ich ,s I i ~ 
. I , ()()'II, refundable ,f not approved Immediate ly. ~ New· . 'i~.,J 
~,,,..: VISA• and "'4aslorC■rd' the credit cards I I i i 
,, c; c-• •' ,.ou doerve ond n~ed lor * ID * BOOKS ----- I i H h • ~ 
.~ (>04' o•'" * DEP.ARTMENT STORES* TUITION NAME ,' ii,.,_ am p,s I re zi 
0 
c, C' (>e9 * ENTERTAINMENT * EMERGENCY CASH ,-,- ,-,-
... ,.,)' ,. . * TICKETS* RESTAURANTS i G . i 
~o ,,,,•' * HOT!LRSE:11~:;: f:~ ~i~~~~~ ADDRESS .. . . : ~ . rap h IC s ~ 
,..o YOURCREOITAATING! CITY STATE, ZIP ' ~ Department . ~ 
GUARANTEErn I z 
GOLD CARD _______ 
1 
~ i 
VISA/MASTERCARD PHONE • I i -=&ia~!!!!iij-~ Z 
GUARANTEED ISSUE ~ i 
0" MONEY IIACK I ~./././../././././././././././././././././././././././././././..b. 
soc. SECURITY . . I 
Approval sbsolutely I 
' guaran1eed50Hurry .. till ______ I 
oul lhls card loday .. SIGN ATURE I 
Yov,r
1
credlt cards are waitingt L _ j f jj'j:!.!J !j!·l£.!. li:!'I±:! !±1•.!)1 __ 1 
NEWMARKET STORAGE 
"Store Your Stuff With Us" 
All Size Mini-Bins,outside and-inside 
vehicle storage. 
SPECIAL PRICE UNH 
SUMMER STORAGE 
IJIQ,~.~ ~J~~n~~~ 
· May 15th to Sept. 15th -- $95 
~ No Deposit~ 
i1b 
133 Exeter Rd./Rt. 108 Newmarket, NH 
1 Mile from downtown, on left at Billboard 
Open Weds, Fri. 1-5. Sat. ,Sun. 9-5 
May 18 to May 27 9-5 Daily · · 
or anytime by appointment -







Room 11 OB ,, 
MUB 
862-1323-
Don't Miss It! -
F'R•" ·E·•·.-"j E""j ,J. ' ,!! .. A ""' • .-:-'¾ J '•" m .• ....,,t m~v.,_i},_ 
This Sunday 
May 6, 1990 
ast/West Park 




-::<< , '' .. ' ' 
.. . . >, .. , __ ,,'' 





j . . I 
I Jobs in Alaska 
'! HIRING Men - Women • Summer/ · 
Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING, 
: LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION 
i up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room 
and board. CALL NOW! Call refundable. 
1-206-736-0777 Ext. BT 
~ 
If you would 
like to place a 
personal stop 
, by Rm. 1108, 
MUB 
862-1323 
Taxes not included.Restrictions ap-
ply. One ways available. Work/S-tudy 
- abroad programs. lot'.I Student ID. 
EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE 
SPOT! 
FREE Stqden\ Travel Catalog 
Counal Travel 
Boston . Harvard SQ MIT 
166-1916 497-1497 125-2555 







stop by rm. 
151 in the MUB 
• • 
\..J 






Honor-Soc~ Jiappy Spring! 
PAGE 7 3 
DON'T FORGET THE 
INDUCTION CEREMONY 
TUESDAY MAY 8th at 
7:00 p.m. in the 
STRAFFORD RM. 
DAY CAMP 
Feel good about storing 
Let us put a smlle on your face 
~ ~ ~ Put Your Goods in a 
~ ~ ~ Happy Place 
-special Year-End Student Discounts 
FARMINGTON ROAD MINI STORAGE 
Route· 11 West, Rochester NH 
Rentfor less than $2.00 /Day 
Call Now- Collect Free Pick-up 
332-4234 Your Home Away From Home Storage 
Student Re resentative Wanted 





For info call 627-5635 
L\;IVERSITYOF , 
\:E\\' HAMPSHIRE · //4 
C O O P E R A T I V E ~ / tx_T_E_N_S_I -0-N 
1 
Classic designer clothing for men and women. 
Bring your valid college ID and receive 
an additional 15% off the ticketed price . 
. CREW 
FACTORY STORE 
Kittery Outlet Village 





Settlers Green Route 16 
North Conway, New Hampshire 
(603) 356-9228 
Discount applicable on nonsale items only. Offer expires June 15th. 
\ 
\ 
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,, . . .. · t,n;,.:· .... . 
*~;~:.:.:;:;:: .... : 
Apple Macintosh Plus (while supplies last!) 
1 Mb Memory 
20 MB EMAC Hard Drive 
~,'II I I 11 I I I 11 I I I I I I I I Ii I'? 
Apple Image Writer II 
WordPerfect v. 1.0.3 
$ 494.00 
$1400.00 
Apple Macintosh SE 
1 Mb Memory 
20 MB Internal Hard Drive 
- ·· Apple Keyboard 
$1970.00 
100% financing available 
on all Apple products. 
Take advantage of these prices before the end of 
the year! 
. ' ' 
· - .. · · Call or ston by -- · 
"""~"""..li.r..,...:'.!oo..,,_,. __ ., ~ ~ ;.,;.:£'~,: ..... :llll.ci.~,-,..,~~~-,11,.\Q,llil'..il.,'lil.,--:r. .. 1..,111 . .a;..~ :.J, .Ji.•~~;~~iii.,,~;i,_,l> ·r..~, "IE:~--~"~""""".~. ild• ,. ,. ~ . , ,1, b -., . .,, .;JL a.,..:.;;;. :.t.-... -. .. ·. ,i. .:· .. ;c- . --1,;~·~ ,, ·• •• . • - • ~ .... ~. -~ ""'-,-~_.. .. "' •· .'il:....:.w.'ii •. L-f. ·i;..·'l. 'C."~ fL" '°' L•·'"-' · 




=======-- m - -·- ---· - ---- ---- -- ----- -.:.-:.-:..-- ··-
IBM Color Model 25 (while supplies last!) 
640kMemory 
20Mb se·agate Hard Drive 
IBM PC-DOS 4.0 
$1420.00 
. IBM Model 30 (while supplies last!) 
IBM Monochrome Monitor 
640kMemory 
20Mb IBM Hard Drive . 
IBM PC-DOS 4.0 
. PAGE 15 
Epson LX 810 Printer and 6' Parallel cable 
WordPerfect 5.1 
100% financing available 
on all IBM products . . 
$ 345.00 
/ , 
U N V E R S 
Technology Center 
Thompson Hall, 14A 
M-F, 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. -
(603) 862-1328 • N.H. (800) 245-7773 
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Balfour. 
· College Class Rings 
!{o one re-members in so many ways. 
UNH 
Memories ... 
Tradition .. . 
Pride .. . 
say it all with a 
BALFOUR CLASS RING 
May 7th and 9th 
MUB 
10:00-3:00 
Remember when you first came to 
UNH? 
- This fall, you can make a difference in the life 
of a first year student. All it takes is a little time 
and the will to be involved. -
Just let us know you're interested and we'll 
match you with an incoming student. 
Then, in August, you'll receive their name and a 
calendar of events that are planned specially for you 
-and your FreshStart match! 
All you need to do is detach this form, and return it to 
Marie Garland, c/o Student Senate, Room 130, MUB -
Pleos.e hand it in· before May 14th. Thanks! 
Name:-----------------
Home Address: --------------







THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, FRIDAY, MAY 4, 1990 JJAC:7t I I 
·. ''The Maximum 
Security State" 
Prof. Gary T. Marx, MIT 
Author of 
- Police Surveillance in America 
Wednesday, May 9, 1990 
at 1pm 
Horton Room 304 
w ~ i[ . 
. Sponsored By: 
Justice Studies Program · 
and 
· Political Science Club 
. 'Presented by SCOPE· 
A rock feels no . 
pain, 
and an island never 
• cries. 
-Simon and Garfunkel 
Unfortunately, we are neither rocks nor. 
• •••••• 
I• . ••• .. . .. •' ... ' • • • • •• • • 
•· 
· islands. 
If you nee·d someone to . 
understand your 
tears and pain, 
Call COOL-AID 
'We {isten ... 'We .care. 
862-2293 
· MAY 5, . 8:00 p.m. 
GRANITE STATE RM MUB 
' ' 
$5 Students · 
$10 Non-students 
Tickets will be --$-10 
at the door--
so get them - . · 
-NOW!!! 
MUB . TICKET .-
·. OFFICE . 
. l 
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Kent State Is A Student's Example 
No doubt, today as you rush from the MUB to your 
two o'clock class at Ham Smith you won't notice it. It's a 
plaque commemorating the four Kent State students 
gunned down by Ohio National Guardsmen 20 years ago 
today. 
And in this era that our parents and peers call apa-
. thetic, it's time to remember the power that voice and 
opinion can have in instigating change. 
It's almost hard to believe that the Kent State incident 
h~ppened to students in O\lr age group. Imagine attending 
a big rally in front of T-Hall for something you really 
believed in, and-before your eyes seeing your boyfriend or 
your roommate getting shot down by stray gunfire. The 
difference lies in the fact that these students had to deal 
with the fact that Nixon had invaded Cambodia. They 
were angry and they demonstrated, and their lesson came 
in the form of gunfire used to quell the effects of free 
speech. 
1970 gave us another lesson describing the power of 
motivated students. Only 11 days after the Kent State 
incident, two students were killed and nine wounded at 
Jackson State University in Mississippi, as the result of 
more student protests. What we need to remember is that 
these students were armed only with their voices and their 
cause. They had no defense for the bullets of their perpe-
trators. 
And students died. But when we think of these 
schools, we shouldn't just think of senseless death. We 
should remember the students who dared to cross the line 
that separates the apathetic from those who are truly 
devoted to a cause and are ready for a risk to prove it. 
We need thatKentStatefearlessnesshereat UNH. It's 
working at other schools. Yale has gotten national atten- · 
tion as gay-rights supporters have staged major rallies on 
campus to conquer the homophobia of their more ignorant 
students. And consider the horror at Emory University, 
where black freshman Sabrina Collin$ has had her life 
threatened by · white bigots . . Now in the hospital (anq . 
thankfully not a morgue) for emotiona.l traumatization, · 
her supporters have held a silent demonstrations against 
racism that were recently covered in Time magazine. .. 
But keep clear that we don't need an issue such as 
violent racism or hatred to promote unity and. strength in 
our student body. An almost humorous fraction of stu-
dents attended the rally in Concord to protest the mid-
semester tuition hike. Imagine the effect thousands in:.. 
stead of hundreds of students would have had that cold 
day at the State House. Imagine if at the Pro-Choice rally 
last week on cam pus we had gotten enough students 
. -together to really promote social comment. The result 
would have been a unity of minds, and that can break 
through everything from university system bureaucracy 
to the sting of gunfire. We have the power. Let Kent State 
remind us that it is legitimate. 
~~~;oversy ~Ii;~gf;§r~~fi · ~~]ii;g;§§i~~ ~~~;~a~!;~f j~~i~2~ 11■11111 ···•··••··• 
To t~;'1i!~senfield has a lot :~::r~:•~:~!:~:~~~=:~e;~ ~~:~.:;~:~1:i::~h~o;~~:":::: ~:i~~-showallcollegecourses ! @ .:.•·•••·l:!:.1:::.1:: i:. 1::l•j•:-i.:.:.1.i!·:·:•'.••1.:.::::.;:. :: .• :.:.:. :.••. .l{!·!•.}1.1 1. :.•.1:. 1:.!: •.1:.::. : .•. 1:.:.i: .• :.l:l:!:.!:!: .• :J:!:•·:·:•::.1::·: ·:1.1.:.••·•.!I ,., •• 
to learn about the current situ- seeks expansion forcing the PLO should be censored. Mr. Kayser is Again, I'm sorry to see t
hat . : /)J:\l::]{ n 
=~~i~:-:::~h;~ =;!:;~:;:~~:Ii::! ;£:£~;;~:°~?:fi; :r:1~;::.:in:~;.~5::0;,, llll~JIBllli 
Soviet Union (please tell him that promote ,;orld peace and aware- ~~s ~r h:r real name,t~e "Let=" Corn~ll um::~lty. · ••·••••·•·• }/•11••<<•<•• 
~~~jf ]f; E;~ ~;:t§~:;g]g{~ ~;~EI~~!ii:~If:::~ ::~ ~i::rstill have that can of 111,lil 
within .a mere five vears? Mr. Muslims) as fu
ndamentally ille- ment." Perhaps he should exam- AmericanBeerfromthePittsburgh < ::{t• >•tt?!/{:V 
. Rosenfield'sjudgem~~tcertainly gitimate. I would recommend . inehisownroleindigression. The Brewing Company? 
/ Y '?= : ::?: :: ::::;::::::: :,:.::::· 
reflects his bias and lack of cul- , that you read Th.e Christian Sci- current state of the "diversity" 
<< >: ::: ::: : <>>:>>:· .. 
turalunderstandingandhisplea . enceMonitordailybutespecially, deabte alone should warrent a =@¥ES~§~~~::: ;;:;;~::::~:~~nior ~J;Fs~=rJ:!EE~}~~=P.111'!'!'1!'!'!'111111!'!'!'·11111!'!'!1iiiii'!'!'~!'!'!';::jjj!'!'!'ti•!'!'!::::i;'!'!'!~!'!'!'::::~:!'!'!',w!'!'!;i:f!~'!'!'!i;;;;'!'!';;::;i!'!'!':;:;:!'!'!':!!i!l!'!'!llllr'!'!'!r1!'!'!''![!'!'!'tl!'!'!:?'!'!'!~'!'!'·!'!'!'::::;=!'!'!'!!'!'!lft1'!'!'!:::::'!'!'\~,;,111~;;;f:;;;,:;";::::::;;;::{;;;~:;:=::::;:;:'.'.'.;;:~;;;<!;!!!!i:;l;:~;;;:::::1;1~:;:;::::;::::==;;;i:f!li;!;::::::;:::~r;;;111111=1111r 
math major.) · -
tide also describes. the Middle 
East as a part of "this current day 
Holocaust". Certainly, he is 
/ referring to Isreal because the 
entire Middle East is not in-
volved in the genocide and tor-
ture of Jews. I suspect that Mr. 
R~senfield' s reference to Pales-
tinians implies his concern with 
the situation in the Gaza Strip 
and in the West ~nl<'. The Pales-
tinians (PLO) a~ well as other 
Arabs have long favored multi-
lateral solutions to conflicts in 
the Middle East and have pro-
posed an .international confer-
ence which would promote 
peace and solve conflicts. It is 
the Israelis which have been 
harsh and inhuman. They ref-
use to grant the PLO the Ian~ 
they need to become a .nation .. 
Yitzhak Shamir, himself, has 
rejected the Palestinians' request 
for land, insisting that an inter-
national peace conference of any 
kind was out of the question and 
that negotiations on the basis of 
land for · peace were . equally 
~ ~;.'~.' ' •• '\:.,:"♦• ",. ! I .~ •• w~•- 1 ·:\·',:.••~:. \ "• 
Hypatia 3 
To the Editor: 
T_his letter is in response to 
John R. .K,wser' s letter that ap-
peared in the May .1 issue of The 
New Hampshire. Mr. Kayser's 
letter illustrates exactly the prob-
lem that is caused by the use of 
the pseodonym "Hypatia" in The 
New Hampshire Forum. 
Namely, the real issues of the 
debate on the University pro-
gram have been obscured by the 
issue of the pseudonym. 
· Contrary to Mr. Kayser' s as-
sertion, no wherein Nora Nevin's 
letter is there "an English 
instructor's call for censorship." 
Ms. Nevin's point remains that · 
the author of the Forum piece 
"Hypatia" should be willing to 
have his or her name attached. 
Even an intolerant publication 
· such as The Union Leader re-
quires letter writers to identify 
Michael Landau 
LAURA A. DEAME. Editor-in-Chief 
Hurd-Will 
Be Missed 
KIMBERLY H!LLEY. Managing Editor GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Edlto 
JOHN DOHERTY. News Editor APRIL T. JACOBS, News Editor 
HEATHER GRANT, Sports Editor D, ALAN KERR, Sports Editor 
MIKE PARNHAM. Photo Editor BEN FRAZIER. Photo Editor 
SEAN CARROLL Arts Editor DONNY EMERICK, Forum. Editor 
MELISSA SHARPLES, Advertising Manager 
EMILIA A KELEMEN. Business Manager 
To the Editor: 
· , · I would like to say that I am Advertiling Alloc:lat81 
Julie Desautels 
sorry to see Professor Hurd leave Rebecca Gombert 
h. • • I h d p f H A Courtney stewart t 1s 1:1mvers1ty. , a ro . uru ,Graphic Managers 
for Microeconomics when I first Marie Garland 
• Melissa Inglis 
made my move from Electncal Graphic Assistants 
Engineering to Business Kim Cilley 
• Jon Radwan 
Administration, · two and a half News Briefs Editor 
H · 'th d b Anita Davies years ago. e ts Wl out a ou t Circulation ·Manager 
one of the best professors I have Suz~:mne L~e _ 
had in my college career. He ~=e71rcutat~n Managers 
demanded a lot from his students Michael Gemme 
and they learned much from him. 
I was challenged by him, and he, 
at the time I was unsure, helped 
me to realize that majoring in busi-
ness is what was best suited for 
me. I worked my butt off for him 
and applied myself like I never 
had before. I ended up with a "B" 










































































MarkEwert · · 
On The Spot Editor 
Jeno DelPrete 
. / 
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FreshStart program 
in need of caring 
upperclassmen 
Dt's that time of year again: No one 
reaHy wants to do much more than is abso-
lutely necessary. The weather is finally bear-
able, spring is blooming, and summer's on 
the way! Many of us will soon bid farewell to 
Durham and UNH for a few months, to work 
or to play, and if we're lucky, for a few good 
beach days. 
However, before you know it, Septem- · 
ber will creep up around the corner and you'll 
be packing up half of what you own to head 
back to campus. Do you remember the first 
time you had to go through that? Do you . 
remember coming to UNH, having no idea 
what would ·happen? W~uldn't it have been · 
great to have known someone, anyone, who 
knew what was going on? 
This fall, many first year students will 
be experiencing the same .thing, and you can 
bet that they have the same expectations and 
fea~ -yc:m"~a){ have-:~fii.. Being new in any 
place is no easy position to-be in. While resi-
derke hall staff does a lot of programming in 
the first few days, it's im possib,le to give in-
tense individual attention to everyone. There 
by Marie Garland 
just isn't enough time! Participating in Fresh-
Start, a program designed to introduce first 
year students to the University by matching 
them with uppercla~smen volunteers, is a 
great way to help. 
It doesn't take much time; all it takes is 
. some energy, enthusiasm, and a willingness 
to listen to someone who needs to feel con-
nected to their 'new home. FreshStart will 
even do some of the work for you! We're 
already busy planning fun activities for vol-
unteers and their matches for the fall. All you 
have to do is sign-up as-a volunteer, and then, 
participate! 
If you are interested in learning more 
about the FreshStart program or are anxious 
to sign up as an upperclassmen volunteer, stop 
by the Student Senate Office, room 130, MUB, 
sometime before May 14th. You'll be glad you 
did, and -so will a _new UNH student 
Marie Garland is a sophmore at UNH, a student 
senator, and FreshStart Coordinator. 
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Understanding our purposes in the drug war 
. by Cynthia Hoff Ill hen weaskthequestion, "Should drugs 
be legalized?" we are asking the wrong ques-
tion. Consequently, we are not finding any 
genuine.answer. What are our purposes'in the 
"drug wars"·? Do we simply want to take the 
profits away from the drug lo~ds and give 
them to -the government, and thus end the 
violence? Or are our purposes to end the 
violence by decreasing simultaneously pre-
pare for and prevent war. The same holds true 
for our "drug abuse war". Itis doublethink to 
promote the legalization of substances that 
we will afterwards ask people to "Just say no" 
to. · · 
· Effectively dealing with our drug abuse 
problem, like any problem, requires energy 
and economic resources. Advocates oflegali-
zation argue that drugs are available whether 
they are legal or illegal, so.they may as well be 
legal. If drugs are going to be available, the . 
government should regulate their distribu-
tion. The profits made by their sale and the 
money saved by decriminaiiza tion would be 
used to identify and treat abusers. Develop-
ing policies, to regulate and distribute drugs 
will take an enormous amount of energy. If 
regulating and distributing drugs does not 
decrease demand, pursuing legalization does 
I ', not serve our purposes. 
Advocates of legalization downplay 
. the economic benefits the government will 
receive if we pursue the legalization alterna-
tive, and extol the end of the violence. Per-
haps the blood baths in our inner cities .will 
end, but legalization does nothing to stop the 
domestic violence oftenaccompanied by drug 
abuse. 
Our current criminalization -system 
-does not deter the sale . Qr _ use of drugs, nor 
does it promote genuine-rehabilitation. There 
are other alternatives to dealing with our drug · 
abuse problem besides ke_eping the present · 
system or legalizing the problem. Restructur-
ing our criminalization system is one such 
alternative. There are several programs simi-
lar to "Boys' Town" throughout . the country·. 
that have high rehabilitation success rates. 
They are successful in helping people change 
their lives because-unlike the jaH system 
which treats individuals like cattle-these 
programs work with each person for two to 
four years on an individual basis, and they 
provide a community where offenders can 
discover dignity and com passion. The finan-
cial cost of such programs is about the same as 
that of incarceration, while the· benefits are 
mtich more positive. · 
But there are many abusers who will 
neyer be incarcerated. Where will the money 
come from to help these people? The money 
is in the system. We must force a change as to 
how that money is spent. Our tax money is a · 
function of our purposes, but we are not clear· 
about. our purposes; therefore, we spend lots 
of energy and money pursuing dead end ~ues.:- . , 
tions. 
_ The question to ask is _ "How can we _ 
· decrease demand?" It is . a crucial . question 
that each person must publicly ask and an.,. 
swer. Legalization is the- alternative being 
·pursued, but legalization does not promise a 
healthier. nation. I encourage all to write or 
call their senators and representatives con-
. cerning this issue. The questions· we pursue 
will determine the quality of life we and fu-
'ture generations enjoy. 
Cynthia Hoff is a UNH graduate student with an 
MAT in Secondary Education. 





Alamosa• ____ $JJ9 
Albany, Nr ____ s75 
Albuquerque _ ___ s139 
Alexandria, LA' ___ 5114 
Allentown' · s79 
Amarillo' _____ s139 
· Aspen• _____ 5139 
Atlantic City' · s79 
Austi · 5119 
Baltimore• ____ 579 
Bar Horbor' ____ 579 
Baton Rouge ____ 5J09 
Beaumont/Port Arthur'_ 5119 
Billing~ ____ 5139 
Binghamton• ____ 579 
Bismarc..__ ____ s119 
Bazema,~ ____ 5139 
Buffalo _____ s79 
Casper• _____ 5J39 · 
Cheyenne• ____ s139 
Chicago/Meigs• ___ 5119 . 
Chicago/O'Hare ___ 5119 
, Cincinnc.tti~ _ ___ s119 
Clevelaf'd~ ____ 579 
Cody• _____ s139 
College Station' ___ 5119 
Colorado Springs __ s139 
Columbia, c;c ____ 579 
Columbus, OH ____ 579 
Corpus Christi, ____ s119 
Dallas/ft. Worth ___ s119 
Daytona Beach ___ 579 
Denver _____ 5J39 
Detroit _____ s79 
Durango• _____ 5J39 
El Paso, _____ 5119 
Elmira• _____ 579 
Erie' ______ 579 
Farmington, NM' ___ 5J39 
Rint• ______ 579 
Ft. Lauderdale ____ s79 
Ft. Myers _____ s79 
Gillette• _____ 5J39 
Grand Junction ___ 5139 
Grand Rapids' ___ s79 
Greensbo.ro ____ s79 
Gulfport/Biloxi' ___ 5108 
Gunnison• ____ 5139 
Harlinge· s119 
Harrisburg/ 
. New Cumberlond' __ s79 
Housto,~ ____ 5119 
Hyonnis' _____ s61 
lndionopoli~ ___ s119 
lthaca• _____ s79 
Jackson Ho~•-__ 5139 
Jocksonville ___ _ 579 
Kalamazoo/Battle Creek'_ 579 
Kar.Sui Gi·; ____ :iVY 
Key West' s79 
Lafayette, I A snv 
iai.e Charles' im! 
Lansing' 579 
Loredo' 5119 
Los Vega - . 5139 
Long Beoc 5J39 
Los Angele SJJ9 
Louisville s119 
Lubbock' 5J39 
Marathon' _ ___ s79 
Martha's Vineyard' __ S66 
McAlle,~ ____ s119 
Melbourne, f.__ ___ 579 
Miami ______ s79 
Milwaukee ____ 5119 
Minneapolis/St. Paul __ 5119 
Minot ______ 5119 
Missoul...__ ____ 5139 
Mobile _____ 5109 
Montrose• ____ s139 
Nantucket'. ____ 566 
Naples' _____ s79 
New Orleans ____ 5109 
New York/Nework __ S68 
Norfolk, V.~ ___ s79 
North Platte' ____ s119 
Oklahoma City ___ s119 
Omaha _____ SJJ9 
Ontario _____ s139 
Orange County ___ Sl39 
Orlando _____ s79 
Pensacol...__ ____ 5109 
Philadelphio'~___,__ __ s79 
Phoeni~ ____ SJ39 
Pierre' _____ s119 
Pittsburg 579 
Portland, OR 5)39 
Pueblo' s139 
Rapid City' s119 
Reno _ _____ s139 
Riverton• _____ 5139 
Rochester s79 
Rock Springs• 5)39 
Sacramento 5)39 
Saginaw• _____ s79 
Salt Lake City ___ 5J39 
San Angelo' __ -'--_s119 
San Antonio · s119 
San Diego. ____ 5139 
San Froncisco, ____ SJ39 
San Jose _____ s139 
Sarosota/Bradenton __ s79 
Scottsbluff• ____ s119 
Scranton• _____ s'79 
Seattle _ _____ s139 
Sheridan• ____ 5139 
Shreveporf' ____ 5119 
South Bend• ____ 5119 
Spokane _____ 5139 
Steamboat Springs• __ s139 
Syracuse · s79 
Tampa/St. Pete.:Sburg __ s79 
Telluride' _____ s139 
Toledo' _____ s79 
Tucso,.__ _____ s139 
Tul..._ ______ s119 
Victoria' _____ s119 
WashingtonfDulles• __ s79 
WashingtonjNational_ 579 
West Palm Beoch ___ 579 
Wichita _____ s119 
"Strv1ttv,o(on11ntn,olhpms 




ISO . 'I 
Continental announces outrageous 
student fares. $139 or less each way. 
You've studied hard all year (well, almost). Now it's time to take off for the 
summer. And Continental wants to give you a break. Wherever you're 
headed,. there's a good chance you can hitch a ride with us. for only $]39 or 
less per person each way. And you can bring along a friendpf any age 
for the same price, whether they're in school or not. 





making your reservation and no later than May 25. Plus travel must be Completed by June 20. So call your travel agent or Continental at 
617-569-8400 or at l-800-525-0280 for reservations. And as soon as you finish that last exam, we'll get you outta there. 
CONTINENTAL 
Working to be your ~hoice. 
Fores shown available from l ogon ln1ernot1onol Airporf. Travel on Tuesday, Wednesday or Saturday only. Saturday n1gh1 slay 1s required. Fores ovm1lable-10 students ages 16: 26 and to one c~mpornon ii 1rq~ell,ng 9~ !he some 11tnerory provided they book. 11cket and 
fravel together. Student will be required 10 provrde proot of age m odd111on to a val id col lege or univernly 1den11fico11on. 01 time of purchosE. and check•in of fhghi . fores require a round 1np purchase. Nb o ther d,scounrs apply. All fores subjecr 
10 change. fares may nor be 
available on e~ery night. Seats ore limired. Tickets ore not refundable. Certain return reservation changes for ~7 5. Ask for de101ls. 0 1her res1nc 11ons may apply. • c 1990 Con11
nentol A1rl1nes. Inc. 
~ 
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Komprehensive Kinks: Their Works 
From Start To Finish, Part One 
By Marc Mamigonian . 
· released as 
singles in 1964, 
"You Still Want 
· Me," and ''You 
Just over 25 years after 
both the Kinks and Rolling Stones 
had their first hits in the United 
States, the Stones toured to sold 
out stadiums filled withS0,000 and 
up screaming devotees, while the · 
Kinksareplayingatthe UNHField 
House. It would appearthat some-
thing has gone terribly wrong for 
the Kinks. Why should the Stones, 
who, one might argue, ran out of 
steam sometime after Exile, and 
who never possessed the sensitiv-
ity and subtlety of the Kinks any-
way (hey, I love the Stones, but let 
me play devil's advocate), why, I 
repeat, should they be where they 
are and the Kinks be where they 
are? I don't know the answer to 
this, but I suspect Ray and Dave 
Davies and co. are used to it, be-
cause 'twere ever thus. 
British Empire (1969). Lola vs. Pow-
erman (1970) is currently available, 
which leaves only the equally 
priceless Kink Kontroversy (1966) 
and Face To Face (1966) unavail-
able of the Kinks releases up to 
1971. 
Thealbum You Really Got 
Me is packed with the same kind 
of enthusiasm that characterizes 
the song from which the title is 
derived (which, despite wide-
spread belief to the contrary, is not 
a Van Halen .original). 1t is also 
ample proof that the Kinks were 
far from finding their own voice. 
Only six of the fourteen cuts are 
originals; generally they are also 
the best songs in the collection, 
including the legendary title cut, 
with its massive power riffs that 
were a good two years ahead of 
their time, the Ray Davies/Jimmy 
page collaboration "Revenge," 
and the lovely "Stop Your Sob-
bing" (which, despite widespread 
belief to the contrary, is not a Pre-
tenders original, but Chrissy 
Hynde did have Ray's bapy, which 
counts for something). The covers 
are largely routine- Dave croak-
ing Chuck Berry's "Beautiful De-
lilah," Ray singing Berry's ''Too 
Much Monkey Business," the 
mandatory"GotLovelfYou Want 
It," and producerShelTalmy'ssilly 
"Bald Headed · Woman" and 
"Night On Bald Mountain" (hair 
fixation?). The Rhino CD also in-
cludes the Kinks first single, an ill-
conceived cover of "Long Tall 
Sally," and two enjoyable, ifoverly 





something of a 
dropping off in 
enthusiasm, but 
a leap forward 
creatively. The 
CD opens with 
three non-Ip 
cuts, a trio of kil-
ler singles from 
1964, the mon-
ster "All Day 




and "It's All 
Right," all prod-
ucts of the bud-
ding genius of 
Ray Davies, 
who managed 
to pen 10 of the 
12 tracks on the 
actual album. 
One, of the inter-
esting features 
KINl(S' 
The Kinks are indeed 
coming, though, and this affords 
us the rewarding task _of gazing 
back and examining the vicissi-
tudes of their quarter century on 
the Money-Go-Round. Assisting 
in this task is Rhino records, who 
re-released the Kinks first four 
American albums- You Really Got 
Me (1 %4), Kinda Kinks (1965), Kink-
Size (1965), anq Kinkdom (1965)-
on three CD's, each with copious 
· bonus tracks, plus three of their 
seventies releases- Muswell Hill-
billies (1971), Soap Opera(197 4), and 
Schoolboys In Disgrace (1975). Due 
. soon from Warner Brothers is the 
magnificent late sixties trilogy 
SomethingElse(1967), VillageGreen 
Preservation Society (1968), and 
Arthur, Or the Decline and Fall of the 
The Kinks second work, Kinda Kinks. 
of both of the first two records is 
the prominence of Ray Davies, not 
as writer- he hadn't started writ-
ing yet- but as singer. Apparently, 
no one had told him yet that he 
couldn'-t really sing, ~o he throws 
himself into the songs with a 
vengeance, particularly Ray's 
fabulously poppy "Come On 
Now." 
T h e 
Kinksize-






most every · 
one of the 
seventeen 
cuts is a 
gem (of 
course, the 
cover of · 
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You Really Got M~, The Kinks first album. 
knock off a memorable pop hook 
with seemingly no effort. Several 
killer singles are also featured; "I 
Need You," which was probably 
the most blistering hunk o' rock 
ever to issue forth from Ray's pen 
and Dave;s guitar, "See My 
Friends," Ray's gorgeous prelude 
to "Waterloo Sunset," and the blis-
tering "Sitting On My Sofa." 
It is on this disc that one 
can hear the Kinks developing at a 
rapid pace (it covers . nearly two 
years of recording). "A Well Re-
spected Man," which owes more 
than a little to one Mr. Bob Dylan, 
demonstrates Ray's ability to re-
~ uce a person to a cultural stere-
otype with venom and humor 
(" And his · own sweat smells the 
best"), while the vaudevillian 
"Dedicated Follower of Fashion" 
i~ the first of Ray's digs at the fash-
ionable London scene(" And when 
he pulls his frilly nylon panties 
right up tight/He feels a dedi-
cated follower of fashion"). 
The Kinks Kontroversy, 
released in the U.S. in 1966, is a 30 
minute blast ofrock paradise, from 
the opening cover of "Milk Cow 
Blues/' sung with astonishing 
energybylittleDavetotheclosing 
"You Can't Win." KinkKontroversy 
represents the last stand of the 
power chord oriented early sound, 
as represented by the bone rat-
tling (okay, I'm running out of ad-
jectives) ''Till the End of the Day." 
There are lots of unknown classics 
on this album; Ray's "I Am Free," 
moaned by Dave, "The World 
Keeps Going Round," and the 
vagu~ly misanthropic "I'm On An 
Island." Also featured is the sel-
dom heard "Where Have All the 
Good Times Gone" (which, de-
spite widespread belief to the 
. contrary, is not a Van Halen 
original). Kink Kontroversy is hard 
to find, but it is one of the true 
masterpieces of mid-sixties Brit-
ish pop. 
However, for the rest of 
the sixties, masterpieces would be 
regular issue for the Kinks. Face To 
Face; also from 1966, is plain and 
simple, one _of the finest records of 
the rock era, and it is also contains 
Ray Davies' most p()inted satire of 
the sixties scene. The trilogy 
"House In the Country," "Most 
Exclusive Residence for Sale," and 
"Sunny Afternoon" all set their 
sights on the idle rich. "Why 
should he care if he is hated in his 
home?/ He's got a house in the 
country and a big sports car," 
describes the not-at-all- nice pro-
tagonist in a house in the country; 
in ''Most Exclusive Residence For 
Sale," he is in decline- "he spent it 
all on girls and fancy jewelry/ 
then he found himself in front of a 
judge and jury/ and the judge-said 
to pay up or you must sell out"; 
finally, in. "Sunny Afternoon," he 
laments that "the taxman's taken 
all my dough and left me in my 
stately home." ''Too Much On My 
Mind" describes Ray's confused 
mental state, and in "Fancy'' Ray 
tries to define himself while avoid-
ing the issue; "no one can pene-
trate me/they only see what's in 
their own fancy." Just for good 
measure, a pair of chugging rock-
ers are included; Ray's "Party 
KINKS PAGE 23 
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fIREHOSE Dazzles.·At··The .Paradise 
California Band Proves It Is More Than Just Minutemen Minus D. Boone 
By J.W. Morss 
"I'm more into the 
vaudeville part," declared Mike 
Watts, bassist and spiritual strong 
arm in the alternative band fIRE-
- HOSE. I hope George Bums isn't 
rolling over in his grave-oh, that's · 
right, he's still smoking stogies. 
Wellrestassured:Mike Watts isn't 
turning a sonically crotch tight, _ 
ball bustin' band into a Vietnam' d 
version of Captain Eo. No, Watts 
and company, which is George 
Hurley on drums and Ed fRO-
M OHIO Crawford on guitar, 
means playing directly for people-
not just in front of them- which is 
precisely what flREHOSE did at 
Boston's Paradise last Saturday. 
fIREHOSE formed fol-
lowing the tragic death of Minute-
man guitarist D. Boon in a car 
accident in December of 1985. For 
five years Boon, Watt, and Hurley 
muscled musical anarchy as the 
Minutemen. San Pedro 
California' s quirkiest band, they 
played Minutesongs with wres-
tling rhythms beneath a sonicscape 
which could incorporate back-to-
back renditions of Van Halen's 
"Ain't Talk.in' 'Bout Love" and 
- Steely Dan's "Doctor Wu" on one 
side ofl984' s Double Nickels On The 
Dime for instance. 
The M4lutemen were the 
pride of the SST label. The abrupt 
demise of one of the most influen-
tial hardcore bands was a blow to 
morethanacoupleofpeople. Mike 
Watt gave up music altogeth~r for 
a spell, but through his wife's coax-
ing and the 





cian from Ohio 
by the name of 
Ed Crawford, 
Watt called up 
his old pal 
Hurley and 















men. Their . 




tain" which · George Hurley, Mike Watt, an~ Ed-Crawford of fIREHOSE. (photo Mr Morss.) 
corkscews along like REM's · · fIREHOSE kl d t several of a couple dozen cuts neuverings according to 
"White Tornado" caught in a th p d. bl d' spart e a which have been written for a Townshend's instructions. After e ara 1se, en mg cu e num- - . 
washing machine. Crawford b- l'k ''T" W'th y ,, d fourthworktobereleasedaround the show, Mike Watt remarked, 
ers t e tme t ou an S b Th h ' hl' h h h . h h f h-. brought an acoustic sensibility to "Riddl Of Th 80, ,, . th · epte~ er. e 1g 1g t t oug wit a ~arty wave o ts arm to 
thegroupwhichisevincedoncuts e e 
5 
wt more wasastraightreadingoftheWho's thecrowdstillbuzzingbehindhim, 
visceral material like "Chemical 
like ''This'. .. " and ''In Memory of "A Quick One While He's Away'' "this is success to me." Any way Wire" and the smooth water-rap- . 
Elizabeth Cotton." which dazzled with its deft ma- you.want it,Mike, ymrgot it. idsof "If'N." The band previewed . 
House Of Love 
By Mathew Gross 
House Of Love 
House Of Love 
Polygram Records 
The House of Love had 
just finished their sold out show 
--< at the Royal Albert Hall in Man-
chester, England. A little boy 
waddled up to lead singer Guy 
Chadwick. "Will the House of 
Love please play our school?" he 
asked. ,Touched, the band con-
ceded, and three days later they 
were playing in the tiny audito-
rium of Minsthorpe High School. 
The cynical British music press 
met the band's altruism with 
mockery (which is exactly what 
altruism · should be met with.) 
The House of Love had 
been supported by their new self-
titled album, available here on 
· Polygram Records. The album 
opens slowly, with electronic 
noises that strive to be psyche-
delic but simply fail. Eventually 
the noise dies down and the first 
song, "Hannah", takes form. Ori-
.,., , entalsoundingguitarspluckthree 
simple notes, and Guy Chadwick 
comes onto the scene, sounding a 
bit like Ian Curtis. Finally the 
song, with its pointless chorus of 
"This is not.my style" (what is, 
then?) ends, and the ·more up-
beat "Shine On" takes hold. The 
guitars kick in and get you going, 
and then abruptly stop. Like an 
American kid, the song starts out 
' promisingly but then descends 
intoalazyobnoxiousness, with an 
even more unbearable chorus than 
the opening track. 
The album becomes 
worthwhile with the very pretty 
"Beatles and the Stones", a cele-
bration of those very bands, who 
"put the 'V' in Vietnam/ and made 
me proud of being seventeen." I 
like this one,although it owes more 
to The Velvet Underground than ' 
either of the bands mentioned in 
the title. Other worthwhile tracks 
are "Never", with its deep, addic-
tive drums, and "I Don't Know 
Why I Love You", which has been 
released as the first single from 
the album. The similarly titled 
"Someone's Got to Love you" is a 
. pretty acoustic piece which re-
minds me of the Violent Femmes' 
"World Without Mercy'' (from The 
Blind Leading the Naked). 
The major problem with 
this album is its too-slick prod uc-
tion; there's no edge to any of the 
songs, and so nothing excites. ''In 
a Room" could be an exciting, U2-
ish rocker, but on this album it is 
too glossy and dull. A live per-
formance could bring many of 
these tracks to life (and, indeed, 
The House of Love begin their 
American tour this month), but in 
this package, only the slower, more 
melancholy songs like · "Blind" 
work. If you have ten bucks lying 
around, The House of Love could be 
a worthwhile purchase despite the 
first two tracks. Honest. 
See Jennifer L. Benn's Staccato Roma 
and many more pieces at the senior 
B~F.A. and B.A. rev~~w-in PCAC. 
· ]iaJ~i;fi.i .<: ,, · 
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Line"-(shouted by Dave) and Dyianesque "Death of a Clown." ' 
the hilarious ''Holiday In Waikiki" "Situation Vacant" could well be 
("on the coral sands I saw a Hula- on Face To Face, with its tale of a 
Huladancerlookingpretty /lasked working man whose pushy 
where she came from, she said to mother-in-law convinces him to 
me I come from New York City"). quit his job ~d get a better one, 
What a great record. ending with him out of work and 
SomethingElseBytheKinks divorced. The real masterpieces 
is a more whimsical record than on the record are a pair of beauti-
Face To Face, . but equally brilliant ful Ray tunes that begin the back-
and powerful. First up is Ray's ward looking that would reach its 
swipeatthehatefullygood "David peakthefollowingyearon Village 
Watts" (covered to great effect a Green. "Two Sisters" starts out as 
decade later by The Jam) which seemingly another sixties slam at 
glides . nicely into Dave's middle class morality and horn~ 
. A WELL RESPECTED MAN 
. . , . . SErM:rFREE . 
WHO'LL BE lHE NEXT IN LIN~ 
age to the carefree life, but ends up 
confounding expectations and 
praising. the housewife sister and 
dumping on the "wayward lass 
that her sister had been." The other 
classic track on. Something Else By . 
the Kinks, "Waterloo Sunset," a 
song Da~ies has never surpassed 
for sheer melodicism and canny 
social observation. 
The Kinks Are The Village 
Green Preservation Society ~as 
woefully out of step with the 
bombast that characterized much 
of 1968. Davi~s ·sets himself up in 
. the title track as 
"protecting the 
old ways from 
being abused," 
and the album 
generallyiscon-
servative in its 
tone, asking us 
to pull back 
from all of the 
"progress" and 
respect the old 
ways. Like the 




ing the right 
so ng a t the 
wrong time and 
were looked · 
upon as quaintly 
outoftou ch. Vil-
lage Green, like 
Face To Face and 
Kink-Size Kinkdom, reprising the best of The Kink's third and forth L.P.'s Something Else, 
Mac Delivers 
By Michael Landau 
Fleetwood Mac . 
Behind The Mask 
In . these days of, Milli 
Vanilli, it's good to know that 
someone can still write quality pop 
music. Longtime masters Fleet-
wood Mac return after three years 
with their new release, Behind the 
Mask, without longtime guitarist/ 
vocalist/songwriter /producer 
Lindsey Buckingham. 
Buckingham was the 
wild card element in the band, the 
one whom keyboardist Christlne 
McVie often credited with keep-
ing her from becoming too middle 
of the road. In return, Mc Vie and 
the band's third singer /song-
writer Stevie Nicks would keep 
Buckingham from writing songs 
that were, well, too weird. It was 
this tension that kept Mac so fasci-
nating; now Buckingham has 
departed and been replaced by 
two new members, guitarist/vo-
calists Rick Vito and Billy Burnette. 
Behind the Mask is ~ long 
(at thirteen songs) album, that 
reflects the various styles of the 
band's four songwriters. Since 
Buckingham wrote or co-wrote 
sevenofthetwelvetrackson Tango 
in the Night (the band's last re-
lease, in 1987), there was a void to 
be filled, and Christine McVie 
steps forward as the band's new 
leader, contributing the strongest 
tracks and sounding very confi-
dent. · 
Veteran Stevie Nicks 
contributes such winners as "Af-
fairs of the Heart" "(a distinctive 
Nicks song, complete with casta-
nets ar:id gravelly voice) and "The 
sold prac.tically nothing, and have 
long been-out of print. Find them. 
Arthur, or the Decline and 
Fall of the British Empire, didn't sell 
either. Like ''Two Sisters," it is a 
hymn to the hard working middle 
class man, and it moves from 
"Victoria" to the post World War 
II period with ease and brilliance. 
There is a deepiymoving anti-war 
anthem ("Some Mother's Son"), 
an indictment of "the system" 
("Brainwashed"), a satire of WWII 
stiff-upper lips ("Mr.Churchill 
Says"), and a Village Gree.n-like 
plea for a place of one's own, no 
matter how humble ("S~~ngri-
La"). Arthur suffered from com-
parisons to Tommy (not that it is 
worse- on the contrary, I would 
say- but it is very different) and 
sank like a stone. A shame. 
Lola vs. Powerman and the 
Moneygoround was a comeback of 
sorts for the Kinks; a couple hit 
singles- "Lola" and" Apeman" did 
wonders for sales. The album is as 
uncompromising as its predeces-
sors, however; no one <;:ould ac-
cuse them of selling out. In fact, 
most of the album is a satire of the 
music business and its ups and 
downs; ''Denmark Street," "Pow-
erman," "The Moneygoround," 
and by implication, the union-
indicting "Get Back in Line", pain.t 
a none too pleasant picture of the 
music biz. That the record sold 
well i s testimony to the fact that 
you can bite the hand that feeds 
you andget away withit-ifyoudo 
Second Time," even as she falters 
on "Freedom;'' a bland tune that 
she co-wrote with Heartbreakers 
guitarist Mike Campbell. 
Burnett is the more in-
triguing member of the new Fleet-
wood Mac, reaching for unusual 
rhythms and a two minute intro 
on the seven minute '1n the Back 
of My Mind," an epic by Mac stan-
dards. The rockabilly song "When 
the Sun Goes Down" is also a 
highlight. 
Rick Vito; Mac's ne,w 
lead guitarist, has a a style that 
complements the band perfectly. 
· While he lacks Buckingham's 
edge, his playing is smooth and 
melodic. His songwriting is an-
other matter entirely; his two fea-
tures, "Love is Dangerous" and 
"Stand On a Rock" are easily the 
album's weakest tracks. 
- But McVie songs, nota-
bly "Skies the Limit," and the first 
single, "Save Me," illustrate the 
brilliance that still flourishes in 
Fleetwood Mac. The album's best 
song, ''Do You Know," is a duet 
between Mc Vie and Burnette and 
hints at a productive songwriting 
team. The song is vintage Mac, 
with acoustic guitars embellish-
ing a wonderful ballad. 
In the end, the positives 
of Behind the Mask far outweigh 
the negatives; the rhythm section 
of drummer Mick Fleetwood and 
Bassist John Mc Vie may be the last 
elements of the original 1967 
lineup, but Mac has always been 
an evolving group, with distinct 
progressions from album to al-
bum. Great pop music may be 
hard to find, but Fleetwood Mac is 
one pla~e it always resides. 
it well. 
The compilation Kink 
Kronikles, released in 1972 and 
·covering 1966 to 1970 (Face To Face 
through Lola), is essential for its 
many non,-lp tracks. Classic and 
obscure singles and B-sides 
abound; "Autumn Almanac," 
"Dead End Street," "Big Black 
Smoke," "King Kong," "Wonder-
, boy," "Mr.Pleasant," and others 
are vital to understanding the 
Kinks of this period. Ditto for the 
1973 collection (long out of print) 
The Great ~ost Kinks Album, which 
rounds out the singles and B-sides 
and includes some unreleased 
material. If, that is, you can find it. 
End of Part One. Look for 
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Does you life feel like a 
CHARADE? . 
Do you feel like 
SCREAMING 
out for someone 
to listen? ·. · 
Call · Cool-Aid and really talk again 
Hotline 862-2293 · Tapeline 862-3554 
... 
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. tvBoY c.ARroo 
,cHBoox: · .. . 
•. 
. l L_A Y.ING 50L 
; LL .. ,S,TANo.r . ., .. 
. !HE DA~J<" A ___ , . JtMES ANfY.Nr· , · 
WORLD'S END. ~-"Iii 'RECIO(!$. DREAM5; 
. SUPERGUY. 
HEY NIK. TAKE A LOO 
MY SOUVENIR FR 
1988 PR£5 
CAMPA16 
BY jf ff HA~il5 
~ooN·t S\JEAT lT YOU-COMM! 
PINKO. IT DOE5N~T FIRE 
REAL 
BULLETS. 
HACKS' HALL BY JOHN HIRT LE~ 
_ PROFESSOR. MUTTO!f MIN~ 
COULV I . HAVE A WORD 
WJTJ.I YOU? 
~0 FAR, IVE G-OTTEN 
NOTH/N' OUT OF IT, 
EXCEPT 'B.AD GR~VES. AN' 
TENSION, WELi, I'M 
G-ONNA RELIEVE' THESE 
TENSIONS BY TURN!N& YOU 
INTO MINCE~ MEAT. .. 
I'M AN AllT MAJOR,1 ON£ 
WHO WAS STU c K INTO 
THIS CALCULUS CLASS 
'RATHER THAN PHILOSOPHY 
F.OR A - . 
GEN.-£D, 
RE QUIR.EMEN 
H WAKE UP/ THIS 
IS JUST A 1>/lE.A 
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<'oNDc~~~ AN EVENING Of 
Jfl., ~ MODERN DANCE 
..,,._~-;,, MA Y-llth & 12th at 7:30 pm 
at the little Harbor School, Portsmouth, NJ:! 
Costa •Moving WeJt Rep. Dance C 
Pond Modem Dance Collective 
entertainment featuring dance, 
music and theatre 
Donation $.1 Individual or Punily $S 
Childttn $2 (three and under free) 







. J. . 11,teS 
co *· . 
~ *. JI. r 
*': lf- ' . 
• May 17 thru June 3 
Mill Pond Center 
. • urham, N.H. 
~ 868-2068 
t'or ft dance classes. _. 
and summer camp. please cull 868 - 7073 
~mnmers Hottest Club -
/ 'G ~·  H Ull"' 
Season Reopening _ 
Weekend of May 4th & 5th · 
OPEN 
FRI. SAT & 
SUNDAYS IN 
MAY 
9pm - close 
'V\ MAYIST 
l-- North Berwick 
OL. 
E,lementary 
w MAY 2nd 
Sanford Middle 
'V\ School 
~ MAY 4th 
'""- Farmington 
~ - Community Center 
:; MAY8th 
~ Kennebunk 
U) High School 
C l"flY9th 
'<_ Fuller Schbool 
,North Conway -
- . 
HACKMATACK REPERTORY THEATER 
ait Cocheco Falls 
PRESENTS 
May 3-6 
May10-13 May 1-7-20 
Main St. TQP of the ~~ver, N -H (603)749-3996 
MAY 1 ST - 31 ST, . 1990 
t:'lW' 





We put e.eything on the Ii ne for~-
The New Hampshire 
"Serving the University of New Hampshire Community" 
To get a blockbuster movie, you 
could find your cg, , get in 
Your ~ drive to the F~Afil . , . uo' 
open the ~ , search the hit movie 
rack for somet_!ling wortb ~--➔ing, 
~ to the~ , pay, drive back . 
_Q_,park your~' wipe your 
<'J 1) turn on your g , watch 
your movie, and worry about 
I taking it oock in the~ • . 
Or jm1 all C-alalCabl_ml ... _llil _ltll I llm<. 
Enlertainmeff Made ll Order' 
Dowr l!!!ru!!l!!l ~ 
742-2393 964-7101 ~3555 





~TRH~OOM · · 
M~~ 
$5 STU DENIS . $10 NON STUDENTS 
presented by S C O P E 
What is better than cold hard 
$$$CASH? I 
~~ ~ml That·~ 
DOLLAR What . 
It's like gdting a 31% discount on 
gas, gifts, dining, appliances, clothes 
and so much more1 
Listen to 1(0f1 for dates are-j time when y~u can' 
Buy your 1011 69 cent dollars. Dollars are on • 
sale weekly. 
'84 
CREA T COMMUTER CAR! 
No rust. ·Already Inspected 
Only $500, 13'6,000 miles 
Call 749-4213 / Butch 
SENIORS: DOYOUNEEDA TICKET 
TO THE 8:00 CRUISE ON WED, MAY 
23?? I HA VE ONE! Call Sandy at 862-
5610. 
12 sp,eed Bikes: Shogun 400: blue, 
Crome Moly, 21" frame; Fuji S12-S, 
racing design, suntour, Crome Moly. 
Call 743-5863 
COMIC BOOK CONVENTION -
Sunday May 20, (10-4) Friendship Inn, 
D0ver. Meet the Green Hornet creative 
team! Admission $2 with this ad. 
1984 Pontiac Sun bird 2000, 4 cylinder, 
AT, front-wheel drive, light blue, 2 
door. $1200 
For sale Honda CX-500 Motorcycle, 
New tires, Battery, Just tuned up. $500 
obo - Great Learning bike. Call Sean at 
868-7510 
1979 VW Rab bit Diesel Standard. Runs 
well. New battery. AM/FM Cassette. 
MUST SELL!!! Call 659~6196. 
COMIC BOOK CONVENTION -
Sunday May 20, (10-4) Friendship Inn, 
Dover. Meet the Green Hornet creative 
team! Admission $2 with this ad. 
-six drawer dresser in great condition 
-$25. -singlebedcornpletewithframe, 
boxspring, and mattress - $30. Call 
Sue868~2767. 
VOLVO WAGON (1978) - RUNS 
CREA T, NEW PARTS, JUST 
INSPECTED FOR ANOTHER YEAR, A vafar Consignment Shop M Windy Knoll Village INORRUST .... $1,2000R B.O. / 664-
5397 62 Portsmouth Ave . 
~~~':;'' j~~elry, collectibles, . m :i ! il!Nl+U u :ii') 
handicrafts, men's, women's, '111111 ■ • • -•11• 1 ■ ■ ■ ■ • 
children's (infants · - 6x) clothing. MAKE EVERYDAY EARTH DAY-
Hours: Tuesday - Saturday: 9:30- 5, ,SUMMER CAMPAIGNS FOR THE 
Thursday: 9:30-7 ENVIRONMENT:EARN$2500-$3500. 
1986 SUZUKI SAMURI, Red 
convertible, AM/FM cassette, Four 
wheel drive, 27 MPG %1900, / BO. 
CHRIS603-942-5671,North wood,NH 
Pull-down COUCH that sleeps two. 
Ideal for those over-night guests in 
your dorm room. $50 or B. 0. Call 868-
6356 .. 
"... ,, 
- Attention Parents: Tired. of paying 
your child's rent? Invest_ in this 3 
bedroom 2 bath townhouse. Great 
location. Walk to campus. Immaculate 
home, backyard, scre~n~ porch. 
Large eat-in kitchen . Cathedral 
ceilinged rna~ter bedroom. $122,000 
Call 868-7498 
1986 Ford Ranger - V-6 Sport. Nice 
looking, many extras. $3,500. 431-
8527 Ask for Jose -
Bowie ticks - great seats - July 21. 
Foxboro Stadium 431-8527 Ask for 
Jose · 
DATSUNB210-1977;4speed, body& 
engine in very good condition; 
excellent milage; new tires. $275.00 
Joe 7 43--4548 
Chest of drawers $10. Small desk $20. 
Wickertrunk$10. Table+4chairs$50. 
TV & VCR Stand $20 868-5835 
VOLVO WAGON (1978)' - RUNS 
CREA T, NEW . PARTS, JUST 
INSPECTED FOR ANOTHER YEAR 
MINOR RUST.... $1,2000R B.O. / ~ 
5397 . . 
Sofal?ed. Sealy mattress 1 y .o. Queen 
size. Great for studio. $350 or BO 868-
5835 
FOR SALE: Peugot 22 inch 10 speed 
bicycle in excellent condition. 
Main.tained by an avid biking 
enthusiast. Price includes handle .bar 
mounted bag and Kryptonite lock. 
$150.00 or best offer. call 862-2479. 
POR SALE: 14 foot 0-Day Javelin 
sailboat with tilt trailer . Good 
condition. $1800.00. call 862-2479. 
1985 Horizon Hatchback. 72,00 miles. 
no rust, runs great, 5 sp., $950. Call 
Peter 659-2223 evenings 
1988 HONDA CBR 1000 Hurricane. 
8,000 mi, RADAR DETECT, CRUISE 
CONTROL, SPORTLESS RARE 
BLACK&RED. $4500orBO. call:743-0806 . . , 
Help pass the Gean Air Act, tighten 
pesticide controls . & promote 
comprehensive recycling. Available 
in 18 states & D,C. Call Kate at: 1-800-
75-EARTH. 
·· RECREATION DIRECTOR AND 
ASSISTANT WANTED for North 
Hampton Summer Recreation 
Program, WeekdayrnomingsJuly9 to 
August 17. Teaching or Recreation 
Experience preferred. Send resume 
and references to the Town Office 
Atlantic Ave. North Hampton, NH 
03862 by May 7th. 
CASHFORGOLD. Thegoldexchange 
will pay immediate cash for your gold 
in any form. 743-4796. Leave a 
message. 
Looking for summer employment? We 
are personnel service that offers a 
variety of temporary office positions 
int~ Northern MA, Southern NH; 
and Southern ME areas. We offer top 
wages and referral bonuses. Call Key 
Personnel. 964-9495 or 743-3373. 
Looking for a sorority, fraternity or 
student organization that would like 
to make $500-$1000 for a one week on-
cam pus marketing project. Must be 
organized and hardworking. Call Bode 
or Elizabeth U. at (800) 592-2121. 
"ATTENTION": Easy work excellent 
pay! Assemble products at home! 
Details 1-602-838-8885 Ext. W 18,587. 
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Cruse 
ships and casinos now hiring! All 




602-838-8885 Ext. R-18587. 
Tennis, Gymnastics, Sailing, and 
Swimming Instructors needed at 
beautiful residential summer camp for 
girls in Vermont. Strong skills, good 
moral character and love of children a 
must. Water instructors should have 
WSI, or Lifeguard training. Academic 
credit available, mid-June through 
mid-August. Female, non-smokers 
only. Call or write Lochearn Camp, 
· PO Box 500, Post Mills, Vt. 05058 (802) 
333-.4211. 
HELP WANTED FOR SUMMER: 
Helper for handicapped person. $6.25 / 
hL No experience necessary. Easy 
work. Great .Bos·s. Call Dan at 692-4764_,., - , - . . . . 
HEYYOU! Needsoineextracash? Or, 
do you want . to finance your way 
through school? Call anytime at 862-
7168. 
Nee<:J. $100? We all do. Try to win the 
Green Hornet Costume contest May 
20 at the Dover Friendship Inn. 
Looking for summertime job? Disabled 
person in search of personal care 
attendant. Pay $6.25/hr. Job consists 
cif personal grooming, meal 
preparation, house cleaning, food 
shopping. For more info call 868-1986. 
Leave message. 
Looking for summer work, but you'd 
rather be at the beach instead? Call 
743-3261 for summer 
SUMMER SUBLET-$175/MONTH 
PL US 'UTILITIES IN DURHAM, 
LOCATED NEAR DA TA GENERAL. 
FOUR ROOMS AVAILABLE. CALL 
STU OR SCOTT AT 868-7460. 
Dover, In a restored Colonial. 2 
bedrooms, kitchen,livingroom & bath. 
$475./ month includes heat, hot water 
and electricity. Lease required, no pets. 
Call 742-7908 between 7-9 pm. 
Dover, Centrally located-4 large 
bedrooms, living room and bath. Off 
street perking $780/ month included 
heatandhotwater. Leaserequired-no 
pers. Call 742-7908 between 7-9 pm. 
LOOKING FOR 6 OTHER FEMALES 
to live in a clean and spacious house in 
Newmarket next ye~u . Furnished, 
spacious living room, dining room, 
and kitchen. Dishwasher and clothes 
washer. Off-street parking and next to 
COAST bus route. Glassed in porch. 
$205/month plus very low utilities. 
Call Abi at 659-2386. Rent alone or 
with friends! Sorry, no pets or smokers. 
One summer sublet available-wicked 
close to downtown Dover! Large 
family room, eat in kitchen. Washing 
machine, oil heat Hurnungous 
backyard, walking dis.tance . to 
Kara van! Off street parking on 
premises, $215 per month, a way-cool 
~ deal! Call Skippy at 743-0848 ... 
Just what you've b~en looking for! 12 
room house for rent less than a m.ile 
from campus with a big deck! $2450/ 
month and utilities. Call 868-2326 and 
leave your name and phone number 
on the machine. 
DURHAM! HOUSEMATE NEEDED 
FOR FALL (FEMALE) &/OR 
SUMMERSUBLET(MORF). SHARE 
HOUSE 1 MILE FROM CAMPUS 
WITH4'TERRIFICWOMEN. LARGE 
LIVINGROOM WITH FIREPLACE, 
WINDOWS GALORE! WASHER & 
DRYER, REASONABLE. CALL AMY 
NOW! 868-5695 or 659-3166. 
SUMMERHOUSING!!!ANewmarket 
house has 5 spaces available for the 
summer with the possible option to 
rent in the fall. Spacious living room, 
dining room, kitchen, and COOL 
GLASSED-IN PORCH with screens! 
Dishwasher and clothes washer with 
clothes line in back. Off-street parking 
and next to COAST bus route.$ 195/ 
month INCLUDES UTILITIES!!! Rent 
alone or with some friends! Sorry, no 
pets or smokers. Call Abi at 659-2386. 
Summer and/ or Fall subletter needed!! 
One person, $275 mo. utilities included. 
Convenient Woodman Ave., Durham. 
· Call Dian 868-9725. 
$150 Durham Sublet, MJF, own room, 
TV with cable, use of entire house, 11 / 
Summer Sublet: $150/mo. lO•mins. 
from campus. On bus route. Fenced 
. in yard, b-ball hoop, keg always on 
tap. Call Marc or Tom at 743-3488 in 
Dover. 
SUMMER RENTAL- Student house 
roomsavailable$200permonth. June-
August, 1 mile from campus. Call 
ELAINE 332-2568 or 335-2685. 
2 Roommates wanted for 4 bedroom 
apt. in Newmarket. Available 
immediately. 152.50/mo. Call Chris, 
Kathy or Kirn at 659-7586. 
DOVER- Summersublettersneeded! 
Spacious 2 , bdrm. apt. close to 
downtown and COAST bust stop 
$450/mo. Call 862-7336 or 862-7100. 
I need a place to live May 12-June 23; 
will pay for 2 months. Call Christine 
collect (814)867-2643. · 
Apartment for Rent: $500/rnonth 
includes heat . and hot water. 2 ,. 
bedrooms, big livingroom and 
kttchen, also some fmniture available 
if needed, plenty of parking. Call 659-
5025 (evenings please). 
Summer Sublet Red Towers Main St. 
Durham 1-3 females $175 / month. 868--
3459. -
Dover Bluff Condo--2 bedroom, 1 
bath, fireplace, washer/ dryer, sun 
deck, gas heat, storage, weight room 
and sauna, bus route-$62,000 owner 
will finance! Call (207)67~9327. 
SEPTEMBER-MAY RENTAL-
Hampton Beach: Three bedroom 
house fully furnished. $450/rnonth 
plus utilities. 617-246-1431 after 6:00 
pm. 
South Berwick: Spacious 3 bedroom 
1 /2 duplex; laundry, deck, garden. 
$550 plus utilities. Available June 1st. 
Call 207-384-4078 evenings. 
DURHAM-Furnished single 
bedrooms with shared bathroom for 
female students only. Available for 
1990-1991 academic year. Private 
entrance. Ten minute walk form T-
hall. Off street parking. $1150 per · 
semester including utilities. Call 868-
2217 after 4 pm. 
Co-ed summer housing at AGR. $35 / 
wk. $100 deposit. Also rooms 
available for fall (males) To inquire, 
call Andre, 868-9859. · 
Newmarket Studio- Includes heat & · 
h<?t water. Paneled, carpeted , full 
bath, parking and air conditfoning. 
Security · deposit, no pets, summer 
rentalorlongtermlease. $295rnonthly · 
plus heat. 603-659-2655. . 
FALL SEMESTER ROOMS 
AVAILABLE-Student Hous~-'l single 
bedroom $1350 per semester, 1 double 
bedroom $1200 per semester: heat 
included. Lotsofroom. Quietlocation 
1 mile from campus. Call ELAINE 
332-2568 after six. 
2 bedroom apt available immed. 5 
min from c;:ampus. 'Ind. living room, 
kitchen and bath. Heat and Util. 
induded! Pets allowed-storage & 
parking, $600/mo. and security 
deposit. Call Steph, Bill or Dave at 
868-1750. 
2 roommates needed for large house 
in Dover. $190/monthheatincl. Avail 
June 1. Call Sarah or Amy. 7.43-4731. 
NEWMARKET APARTMENT FOR 
RENT: 2 bedrooms, large livingroorn, 
kitchen and bath. On K-van route 
plus plenty of parking space available. -
Heat and hot water included in rent. 
3 spaces available for a Durham 
summer sublet. Nonsmokers only and 
females preferred. $150 a month. Call 
868-6346. 
Summer Sublet behind SAE for 2 
people, partly furnished.· Call ASAP! · 
(Joanne or Danielle 868-3369). 
Durham Furnished Room Residential 
· Neighborhood. 2 miles form campus. 
. Limited kit~en privileges. Summer 
$150Fall $195/mo. Utilities included. 
868-5477; . -
Summer Sublet! ' Great Location on 
Main St. One.or two female roommates 
needed to snare roomy apt. with.others. 
$200/month. Call Doreen 868-6316. 
Newmarket- 2 room efficiency. 
Includes hot water. Paneled, carpeted, 
first floor, launderette, parking. 
Security deposit; not pets, negotiable 
lease. $360 monthly plus oil heat. 603-
659-2655. 
NEWM~RKET 2 bedroom, first floor, 
country location, full bath, launderette, 
oil heat, panelled, plenty of parl<ing, 
inexpensive utilities. No pE;ts, security 
deposit, summer rental or long term 
lease. $440rnonthlyphisutilities. 603-
659-2655. 
4 Bedroom Apt..:....:..Dover great location, 
off-stre·et parking, laundry, near 
·karivan. · $850/rnonth plus vtilities-
Call 868-5995. 
SUMMERSUBLET.:.5 bedroom duplex 
off Central Ave in Dover . On K-Van. 
Spacious, parking. -Females preferred. 
$150/month plus utilities. Call Kathy 
or Mike 862-4322; or Sue or Mary 868-
3012. 
"Cape Cod Summer Rental-sleeps 6-7, 
furnished, W. Yarmouth-close to 
beaches, downtown Hyannis, and hot 
spots. Reserve early- avl. weekends 
for job hunting-Call after 5 pm. (508) 
477-3586". . 
Summer housing $35/week 1 month 
deposit. Nowtakingapplications. For 
Fall semester. Room/Board/Social 
$1450 plus $100 refundable room 
deposit. Alpha Gamma Rho. Call for 
Andre 868-9859. · 
SUMMER SUBLETTERS NEEDED! 
Large, gorgeous apt. on Main St. 
Durham. Dishwasher, washing 
machine, 2 baths, parking lot. 4 
openings. Femalesonly. $200/month 
868-6013 . . 
Room in country house, fields, woods, 
pond, two wood stoves plus electric, 
space, gaFdens, parking, light, leave 
message. 659-6341. 
·summer on Martha's Vineyard - 5 
bedroom house, sleeps 7 on 
Chappaquiddick $8500 for summer. 
Call 603-644-5961 or 603-623-3374. 
Newmarket Studio-Includes hot 
water. .Paneled, carpeted, full-bath, 
launderette, parking. Security deposit, 
· nopets,negotiablelease. $295monthly 
plus heat. 603-659-2655. . . 
L9oking for a place to live NEXT 
YEAR? 2spotsavailableattheCOOPS 
in Durham! Call Laura or Alisa 868-
1126. 
"Cape Cod Summer Rental-sleeps 6-7, 
furn ished, W. Yarmouth-close to -
beaches~ downtown Hyannis, and hot 
spots. Reserve early- avl. weeJ(ends 
for job hunting-Call after 5. pm. (508) 
477-3586". . 
Studio in country, fields;pona, woods~ ·. 
space, lots of light, privacy, gardens; 




A ITENTION PAJ,mNTS! , Quality 2 
BR condo, fully applianced, W JD, 
ample parking, convenient location; 
easy commute to University. Why not 
~wn? Benefit from your investment, 
creative financing available, only 
$68,500. Call Century 21 Atrio 
Pro erties, ( 603) 433-1555 for viewing. 
LOST-PINKAMETHYSTRING-HAS 
. GREAT SENTIMENT AL VALUE TO 
ME. PLEASE RETURN IF FOUND. 
CASH REWARD. CALL 868-2739. 
LOST - PINK PLASTIC FRAMED 
GLASSES-! may be in a maroon cloth 
case. Probably lost Thursday, 4/26. 
Please call Denise at 86&-6013. 
LOST - OAKLEY SUNGLASSES 
TEUSDA Y 3:30 AT SNIVELY 
PARKING LOT. PURPLE TINTED 
W /LIGHT GREEN & PURPLE 
STRAP. PLEASE CALL BRAD 743-
0071. 
LOST - Tortoise-shell colored CAT, 
with huge double paws!!! If found 
please call 868-6356 and tell anyone 
that you found WINNIE. 
LOST - A pair of eyeglasses, possibly 
lost in Murkland 110 or Ham-Smith. 
Please call Janice 868-7542. 
~"-ii31:U9il+wm, 
Confused, need help? Not sure where 
to turn? - Contact STUDENT 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, Room 208 
Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. 
SK ROAD RACE!!!! AKO 3rd Annual 
Lonni Stem Run. May 6th, at AKO: 
check-in 9:30 am-10:45 am. RACE 
. STARTS 11:00 am. WALKERS 
WELCOME. 
PROFESSIONAL WORD 
PROCESSING FOR ALL REPORTS 
THESE, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC:; 
TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, LASER 
PRINTING. EXPERIENCED 
REASONABLE, QUICK-RETURN'. 
JANET BOYLE, 659-3578. 
Word Processing! Professional quality 
and efficient service. Will pick up and 
deliver. - $1.25/page. Cal-1 Diane at 
942-5881. 
Needsomething,butdon'tknowwhat 
office atUNH can help you? Contact 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
Roopt 208 Huddleston Hall, 862-2050'. 
INST ANT CASH. Grants and Loans. 
Government GUARANTEED CALL 
ANYTIME 603-647-0301. 
VICTORIAN BED & BREAKFAST IN 
DOVER. ONLY 10 MINUTES TO 
CAMPUS. PINKY'SPLACE. 742:.S789. 
RIDE! RIDE!. RIDE! I need a ride to 
UMass/nearby next weekend (May 
5). Will share travel expenses. Please 
call Janice 868-7524. 
HEADING FOR EUROPE TH.IS 
SUMMER? Jet there anytime for $160 
or less, with AIRHITCH (as reported 
in NY Times, Let's·Go! & Consumer 
Reports.) For details call: AIRHITCH. 
.. -GRADUATING SENIORS: GET IN 
YOUR FAREWELL PERSONALS 
TODAY. NEXT MONDAY IS-THE 
FINAL TNH OF THE YEAR. BOO 
HOO. 
SPRING CRAFT FAIR-Saturday May 
5, 19909am-3pm. Dover High School, 
Rt. 108 (Durham Rd), Dover, NH 60 
Exhibitors from NH, Maine & Mass. of 
handmade crafts & food items. Free 
Admission. ·sponsored by the Quota 
Oub of Dover. Proceeds to benefit the 
· __ Hearing Impaired. 
1 I I / I I I ( 1 I 
I',///// I 
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HEY! Have fun camping! Keep warm 
_ and don't catch pneumonia! · 
Remember the Sawyer Hall daaancing 
lessons? Too bad I never get to use 
those skills anymore .. Thanks though. 
Call me, will you? Hurry up. 
SURPRISE SHOE! Here's your first 
personal. Congratulations on being 
such a hit in Frosh Orientation. Love, 
a secret admirer 
To all senators who have dark' hair-
don'.tgivemenohand-me-d~wn blues. 
Remember the least part of your years 
at UNH. 1989 Granite yearbooks still 
on sale for $5. · 
Looking for a Good'Time? 
Notables Concert 
SAT, May 5th, 8pm 
Strafford Rm, MU:B 
BE A BARTENDER - Earn good 
money. Learn in one week-days, or in 
two weeks-nights, atMaster Bartender 
SchooL Call 659-3718 
Dear Jane, Women's Studies shouldn't 
be a major. Love your men. 
Jeff, I love you. Love, Trish 
*Adoption* 
Happy, financially secure woman 
eager to share undivided love of life 
with a child. Your wishes matter. Call 
Judie collectSOS-744-1282. 
Mike-here's yoUJ personal. Hang in 
there - the semester's almost over! 8, 
11, 24. -Suzanne · 
·"HOT DA TE", you know who you 
are! The calendar looks pretty blank, if 
you know what I mean.-
Apprehensive ?-:-nah. 
Hey Happy 6 months. It kind · of 
reminds me of the end of a great era 
like Catherine the Great and her horse. 
JEN KEIL-HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY!! 
. WE LOVE YA! LOVE MARIA AND 
GAIL 
Kathy, 
Happy .21sfBirthday! Have a cooler 
for me! I love you to death and I hope 
your B-day is the greatest! 
Love Jeffrey 
Does anyone have an extra Senior 
Cruise ticket for 8:00 pm? Please call 
'142-4639, let me know. 
C'monJohn Doherty, surely a personal 
like that deserves some type of 
response. Have a little fun with it. 
-Show me what you've got. It's 11.ot' 
everyday that you receive a 
compliment like that.: Aren't you 
cmous? I still am ... . 
All right, you've sent me a couple o' 
personals-thanks,! think- you've 
peal<edmyinterest. But, yousee, when 
I was seven, I found myself lost in the 
swirling mass of a crowded mall. I 
suddenly forgot who I was, where I 
was - I forgot how to walk. '1eez," I 
said. "This is weird." Then I forgot 
how to talk. Ever since then I've been 
wary of anonymous.females. I need a 
name. (One more issue of the NH 
left!)-JD. 
Whip it, whip it good. 
Kate+ Joe- Thanx for the help Saturday 
night. Too bad burgers didn't stay 
down. -Juan 
MIKE, YOU'RE RIGHTIDID ITWITH 
MALICIOUS INTENT AND ALL MY 
HIGH SCHOOL FRIENDS A RE 
STUPID. 
Sometimes friends just don't 
unde:i;stand. When you need a 
confidential objective ear to listen, call 
Cool-Aid 862-2293. 
California, self-destroyer! 
There's no telling what The New 
Hampshire staff members can do with 
a few beers in their able han:ds. 
Pinhead: Thanks for ·teaching me about 
people Saturday night! I loved every 
· minute of it! By the way, don' t think 
about it. Love Paula 
Senate is going to lose big, in more 
than just softball. · 
BALFOUR has your class rings at the 
price you like. Come see the selection 
at the MUB May 7th & 9th 10-3pm. 
Hey "blue eyes", I'm looking forward 
to this weekend! 
Yo, dude, do you jam? I'm a guitarist 
looking for people interested in 
jamming - bassists, drummers 
especially. Call Kilian 868-2047. 
To my Blood Donating Pal -
Sounds Good! Give me a cail 868-
9710 .. 
Cheryl 
Questim1.s about SEXUALITY? Call 
Cool-Aid Tapeline and ask for one of 
our 7 tapes on sexuality; If you want to 
talk after the tape a member will come 
on the line. 862-3554 -
Stu - Remember the night we were 
lost? · Paris, I think - at least in my 
soul. The wind's teeth pierced our 
young bones, wrenched a shudder 
from our spines. Black trees, stiff and 
cruel scraped the c;lothes from your 
chest. "SweetHeart," you breathed, 
and cradled me in your arms, warming 
me. "I will guide us out of this 
labyrinth." Then, I knew. 
I did not write that, I swear. 
NooneknowstheSenatelikeweknow 
the Senate and we know they are going 
to lose . 
SK ROAD RACE!!!! 
AXM 3rd Annual · Lonni Stern Run 
May 6th, @AXM: check-in 9:30am ~ 
10:45. RACE BEGINS AT il:00. 
WALKERS WELCOME 
And we waited and we waited and we 
waited. · 
Women's Issues in Literature . . Free 
discussion. Bring material. Men and 
women authors encouraged. Thurs, 
7PMChesire Rm. Contact: 982-2257 
ADOPTION: Educated farm couple 
offers your baby love, stability, 
wonderful life. Expenses paid. Call 
collect Susan and Alan 802-592-3384 
. J-----
Hope you read this personal - thanks 
for being the best ever -I really mean 
that - sorry you have to go- hope you 
find bigger and better, all that good 
stuff- please don't forget to talk to me 
occasionally. · I'm going to miss 
you.BYE BYE P.S are you a friend, or 
what · 
John D. 
this is th~ other ne~s editor· sending 
you a personal - don't let all these 
women expand your ego anymore !,han 
it is already, otherwise there won't be 
any room left for you to edit, ok? but 
you really are a good editor. i really 
mean that - am i rambling, oh god it 
must be because budget is through . -
-ATJ. 
Abolish empty wallets! 
Got ideas fort-shirts? Turn them into 
money- low production cost. T ~Shirts 
Plus 431-4355 
Come see the selection of BALFOUR 
Rings on May 7th & 9th in the MUB 10-
3. 
Wayne and Dave ... You best be there at 
4:00 p.m. sharp today! No excuses, 
understood? Kim 
ADOPTION 
CAN YOU HELP? 
N .H. couple wishes to adopt a healthy 
infant. . Will provide 1. loving, caring 
and secure home environment. 
Related expenses paid. Please contact 
. our attorney, David S. Osterman at 
(603) 669-4589. 
CASH FOR GOLD. --The ·cold 
Exchange will pay immediat~ cash for 
yourgoldinanyform. 743-4796. Leave 
a message. 
ATTENTION! Have you ever run ·a 
PICTURE PERSONAL in THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE? Well PLEASE come 
claim your pictures! Sure, they' re nice 
- but we don't want them anymoFe! 
Come to Rm 110B, MUB. 
ADOPTION: Are you in need of help? 
We are too. Young, happily married 
professional couple is eager to become 
Mom & Dad. We off~r a baby love, 
happiness, security & much _ more. 
Please ,call Jay and JoAnne collect 
anytime at (802)235-2312. 
For the beginni~g fencing class: You 
guys were an awesome class this 
semester. Happy Graduation! Love, 
Smoke 
Senate Schlongs: Eat our dust, ye 
. pinheads of smegma-sucking boil-
encrusted bureaucracy. You make us 
sick, like the effects of bad mayonnaise 
in ill-,£OO_ked pasta sitting in 90 degree 
August sun, 
Die. Love, MC Laura D. Dinger and 
the Bun ttneister Diamond Crew from 
Points Unknown. 
UNDERCOVER POLICE 
SURVEILLANCE IN AMERICA. 
COME SEE JUSTICE STUDIES 
SPEAKER GARY MARX, 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 9th at 1:00 
HORTON304 ' 
I can take the front wheel off a bike. I 
also have extra-sensory perception 
when it comes to· janitors. HA! Just 
kidding on th.atone. Gads. 
So Kim stayed with the two bozos. 
TEND BAR- this summ~r. Earn good 
money. Learn in one week- <l:ays, or 
two weeks~ nights. Master Bartending 
, School. Call 659~3718 . . 
po you still want to hang out with 
these bozos? " 
Rick Cabral and JayNodeau, 
We _know you're available. We've 
checked around. We've seen you at 
Nick's downtown. You walked by us 
on your way to get a beer, don't worry 
we don't bite so have no fear. Let's get 




You call me a stress case, relax! It will 
be O .K. Here is your beloved personal. 
Mike -
Student Senate, a useful, worthwhile 
· investment of student funds, or the 
extra-curricular equivalent _of a 
ruptured condom? You be the judge. 
· See you in hell, bozos. MC Laura D. 
DingerandtheBuntmeisterDiamond 
Crew·From Points Unknown. 
Leverage? Well it was certainly 
necessary, I mean, one can't really 
underestimate the value of leverage. 
But you've got to have a sense of humor 
about it. Because if you can't laugh 
about leverage, just what can you laugh 
about? 
,Kitty, 
I finally got up the balls to acce,pt your 
invitation! Is it still ol?en? 
Lance . 
Come see the selection of BALFOUR 
Rings on May 7th & 9th in the MUB 10~ 
3. 
HiSammy-
How's UVM been treating you? It 
always seems to treat me pretty rough 
whenever I visit. -, No more 
worms ... Miss ya! HG. 
Kathy, 
Happy Anniversary! Thank you for 3 
yrs. of precious memories. Everyday I 
thank my lucky stars. tha.t we're 
together. Always know that I love 
you, 
Jeffrey 
"Yeah, I really like to yawn.- I really 
like to sneeze, too." Just don't bite the 
thumb, honey. 
Omicron class of Phi Kappa °Theta: 
Congrats - you're all the balls! 
-Fight the power- Chief 
·To a very special person in Hitchcock: 
Thanks for being more than a friend 
Delta Zeta Seniors: 
Thanks for last Friday. 
Get p~yched for Graduation. 
Congratulations Delta Zeta on Greek 
house of the month. 
Delta Zeta Congradulates: 
Marianne Doiron for Best 
.Corresponding Secretary and for 
receiving the Delta Zeta -Theta Gamma 
Outstariding Sister A ward. Christine 
Jeinsingfor the best Scrapbook, Maura 
Murphy for best Philanthropy and Jill 
VanLokeren for Sod.al. You all did a 
great job at Province weekend. Lo~e, 
your sisters! 
CAR WASH 
To Benefit Durham Police Expl~rers 
Friday, May 11th; 4-7.PM in front of 
B.K.; Mill Rd. Durham. $2-WASH, $5 
- WASHN'VAC 
Hornet, I REALLY love your sting. 
Let's meet at the Friendship Inn Comic 
Convention May 20, say between 10 
and 4. 
Tweedle-Dumb, 
Thanks for being-a great friend. 'I'll 
miss you lots. I hope Miami University 
knows what they are getting. Watch 
out for corn in the eye brow. Oh yah ... 
ROTARY! A Friend Forever, Tweedle-
Dee · 
·Ultimate Concert! 
__ LedZepplirt! The Dead! The Notables! 
The Beelzebubs! Tomorrow ;n ight. 
8pn:1. Strafford Room, MUB. (lipe up 
subJect to change) 
The BALFOUR Man is back! Come to 
thdy.l,iJ~ .. May•7th;-& 9th·, 10~(l, i _ 
CB!:eJl:.Happy 22nd B-dar,! It's 1?.e~n a 
grea~ four years atUNH. We have a lot 
to ~celebrate - Graduation, your 
Birthd;a y, B. U ., N. U ., and a very special 
friendship!! Let the party begiie Love, 
Rappie. 
GOOD MONEY - This summer, be a 
bartender. Learn bartending in one 
week - days, or two weeks - nights. 
Master Bartender School. Call 659-
3718 . 
Jenn - nice try but you came up a bit 
short, better study harder next time. 
P.S. - nice legs!! But next tim~ shave 
your knees! 
The BALFOUR Man is back! Come to 
the MUB May 7th & 9th 10-3. 
Notables Concert 
SAT. May 5th 8pm 
Strafford Rm, MUB. 
To Karen L. in Alex Hali: 
Happy 19th. Hope you have a great 
summer. I'm gonna miss that sweet, 
sexy smile, A Friend. 
NHWRFC~ Can we please 
. smear some Dartmouth 
butt this weekend? If we 
try hard enough, I promise 
to take everyone out for 
free tatoos! Aaa loong 
black sausage ... . 
Kelly Ponti~Del- , 
· I'm waitin' for ya to call ... 
Somehow I doubt that fall-
ing out of your bunk bed 
can hurt your brain that 
much. I'm sure I speak for 
a lot of people when I say, 
"I miss you!" . 
-the summer is hanging in the 
balance, Call! HED 
Have a nice weekend Meg. 
Too bad Welchlanders, maybe next 
time ... at least we got in the calendar for 
soccer. Well some of uswill anyway! 











I Jen Marini: I 
You've never I 
looked better! We I 
keep our promises ... l 
Love, I 
Your favorite Notables, I 




keep on Truckin' ! 
Love ya lots, 
Happy ·. ~ 
Birt~day :'> o 
Robbyn! o .. • 










Stop by Rm. 151 in the 
MUB for more info. 
D 
0 
Spring' s here and so is 
The New Hampshire! 
Jams to the 
Soca Beat ..... 
Saturday, 12 - 2 p.m. 
Calypso and Soca from the West Indies. 
Got a list of Complaints? 




$ INCOME?$ Interested in a 
profitable home 
business? For FREE 
information write: 
B & C Publishing 
65/149 Portland Ave. 
Dover, NH 03820 
.. 
• 
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"Floating Dream Sketch" by 
Peter Max, Copyright 1989. 
UNIVERSITY .OF NEW -HAMPSHIRE 
SUMMER SESSION 1990 
Four Summer Terms 
June 4-July 6 
June 4-August 10 
July 9-August 10 
July 2-August 10 
♦ Over 300 undergraduate and graduate credit courses in liberal arts, 
business, education, engineering, physical sciences, agriculture, _biologi-
c.al sciences, health and human services, plus field experience and 
independent study, and many more. Make up credits, advance your 
degree, or improve your G.P.A. 
Mail and Phone Registration Now In Progress; 
In-Person Registration Begins April 30. 
For a Summer Session Catalog, Call.(603) 862-4234; 
Or visit the Summer Session Registration Office, 
Verrette House, 6 Garrison Avenue. 
Subscribe NOW to receive your 1990-1991 _ issues 
Of ,#J.:_r;,:-.1 ~ . -
,. ' 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
□One semester-$18 □One year-$35 
D Please Bill · Me □ Check Encl.osed 
Name · ------------------Address 
Phone 
Drop off or mail to Room 11GB MUB, UNH, Durham NH 03824 
'Don't Miss Yl.ny Issues ~'{,t Year! 
Special One Week Course 
LEARN--~--~y-~--
- . . 
BARTENDING 
land a good summer job 
TEL. (603) 659-3718 
Call -or '} MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL 
Write 84 MAIN STREET · 
Topay! NEWMARKET, NH 03857 , . 
. ' 
. The Theater And Danc·e Departmen 
Presents 
.. 'fr m ~ ·· ;1,@ ~ ~ fil 
J])~J1)'1rlfil~ 
by· M,axini Gorky 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
April27 & 28 at 8 p 
May 2 at 10:30 am 
May 2 & 3 at 7 pm ·,.~ri~•1. 
May4 & 5 at 8 pm 
General Admission $6. 
Students/Employees/ Alumni/Seniors: $5 
Tickets At MUB Ticket Office: 862-2290 
And at The Door 
· 'Ifie Pfay 'Does Contain Muft Language 
WE'RE OFFERING NURSES 
$5000 CASH 
Nurses witb BSNS who join our 
Health Care Team get $5000 and 
the benefits that come with being · . 
an Army Officer. 
You'll have opportunites for paid 
continuing education, 
specialization, and travel. 
You'll be a. respected member of our Top-Quality professional 
team, with the opportunity to practice in a variety of 
environments from FieldHospitals to Medical Centers. We· 
encourage career progression and offer positions in 
administration as well as management and clinical settings. . : 
C~eck with your Army Nurse Representative today. 
. cau or Contact S$G KeHh Antworth at (207) 729-8702 or at : 
Box 73 Brunswick Naval Air Station, Brunswick, ME. 04011· 
1, ' 
'I ~ ~ I I \ \ , ~ 1 \ 
', \ • \ I\\\\ 
"EMERGENCY 
STORE CLOSING 
DOWNTOWN DURHAM ONLY 
FAMOUS NAME FASHIONS: 
Ocean Pacific - Levi - Generra -
Sunset Blue_s -Marika - Jockey -
Vaurnet - Jordache 
outerwear~-- -- ·--
values to $145 
~3t-r $39 --
AEROBIC WEAR · 
tights-trunks-tanks-leotards 
$3 TO $16 ti1~;r 
JEANS 
by Sunset Blues, Levi 501 & 505 
$10 TO $13 ti1:; 
SWEATS 
~ Top & bottoms 
~~Li $7 95 values 
Qr-. ■ to $15 
SHIRTS 
Ra,ns\\ckers 
va\ues to $18-95 
Kinits-Sport shirts- Chamois- T-Necks 
$5 TO $18 ti1~; 
$7 .50 to $9A5 SLAC_Ks · 
corduroy-chinos-cotton 
$17.50 TO $19ti1~;: 
ENTIRE STOCK 
*Some Intermediate 'Markdowns 
Taken. Discounts are off of 
Stuart Shaines Inc. comparable 
prices and does not represent 
sales of list prices Which are 
provid. ed only as~ source for ~ · . . . _ · . ,___ . 
consumer companson. c::;;:, l"'1fir/ $/. · , . ., . 
, *Cash & Major Bankcards honored · • _ · ~/o/Q~ · 
* All sales are final. No layaways. a .,,. 
·*Alterations are not offered during 
this sale event. 
· -50 Main Street 
Downtown Durham 
...... 
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Smith women no 
match for UNH crews. 
Varsity eight beats opponent by :29 
By Sandy Cutshall 
Twenty-nine seconds is 
a lori,g time. It was this impressive 
margin by which th~ UNH __ , 
women's varsity crew triumphed~ 
over Smith College. Coinciden-
tally, 29 seconds was also the 
margin by which the UNH 
women's novice eight beat Smith 
in their race. 
"It was pretty inc red-
,_.,.-:- ible," said varsity rower Kathy 
Goody. "We expected to win, but 
not by that much. · We just pulled 
right out and they were never close 
tousafterthat. Wewereprettyex-
r>,, cited about it." 
The varsity and novice 
(A) eights took on Smith last Sat-
urday at Smith. The UNH novice 
(B) boat lost their race by a close 
margin of a few second~, while the 
varsity four fell to Smith in their "Princeton will probably 
race. Coach Jane Ludwig said win the [Eastern] Sprints, so this 
the reported final times for the race will really tell us how things 
races were inaccurate, but did will go next weekend (at the East-
know that the winning margins em Sprints)," said Ludwig. 
were both 29 seconds. Goody says that she and 
'1 wasn' tthat surprised," the rest of the boat know that Prin-
Ludwig said. ''We knew we had ceton will be quite a jump from 
to really beat them by a lot." Smith, but they are all excited to 
Smith is ranked close to test themselves against the 
the bottom of the Division I schools stronger crew. 
who compete in the Eastern "We have been working 
Sprints. 
1 
on our start because we know Prin-
"Now ~e know that we ceton is really great off the start," 
are that far from the bottom, ~owe said Goody . . 
can't be that far from the. top, " Ludwig said she made a 
said Ludwig. few changes this week, including 
. This weekend, the a different racing shell and new 
women's crew will find out, as lineup. "Hopefully, we'll learn a 
they travel to New Jersey to race lot about our potential for Sprints 
· Princeton University, the #1 _ this week~nd." 













OPENING THIS SPRING 
'. 
.tUNH Faculty and Staff Golf LEAGUE 
* Specializi~g in JUNIOR and 
BEGINNER GOLF Programs 
* Senior Citizen Day. tladies Day 
WIWCAT GOLF SCH~OL i 
. and more... o o -
. · . . \1\11IM11 ~ 
........ For further information call. Betty or write: 
Rte. 108, Stagecoach Rd. 
·Durham, NH oss·24: · 659-~6565 
(Located 2 miles south of UNH) 
' 
By the skill 
of their teeth 
By Peter E. Archibald, Jr. as we're used to and we didn't 
On Tuesday in Burlington, movetohelptheballcarrier. This 
VT the UNH Women's lacrosse is what led to such a close game." 
team's belt gained another notch, At the half, the score was tied 
with aclose 9-8 win over the Uni- at4-4. UNH's goals were brought 
versityofVermont. UVM9pened in by Kierstin Coppola (2) and 
the game with play, best described defensive players, Courtney Peck 
as "unorthodox". and Beth O'Connor with one goal . 
''They_ came out like fire," a piece. "People played very spo-
. commented UNH junior BJ radically on our team," said An.;. 
Samph. "But _they . didn't play derson. 
lacrosse; they :played pressux:e . , fo the second half, the battle 
ball." ·- This UVM pressure de- · continued, as UVM continued 
scribeq by Samph was comprised their pff-set yet effective defense . . 
. mainly of double and triple team- Approximately 13 minutes into 
ing by the UVM defenders. the h·alf, UNH's Senior Tri-Cap-
"Itwasveryfrustrating," sai<;i tain, _Anna Hill and Sophomore, 
Laurie Geromini, who was side- Alita,Haytayan each scored one 
lined for the game due to an itj- goal.: These goals were answered 
jury, summed up the UVM strat- by lJYM with three of t~eir own. 
egy. ''Vermont had nothing to Wit~7:05 left in the game, UVM 
lose ... they played eleven defend- held an 8-6 lead. Approximately 
ers against our 8 attack. We were a minute after the UVM scoring · 
caught playing their game." spree, UNH junior Liz Brickley 
In addition to UVM's frus- camealive,resurrectingtheWild-
trating tactics; the Wildcats ran cats' effort by scoring three con-
into problems of their own. "We secutive goals. The 'Cats' defense 
didn't play ~ organized game," held on, keeping UVM from scor~ 
said Coach Marjorie Anderson. ing and winning the game as Ger-
"We didn't,move around as much omini stated, ''by the skin of our 
teeth." 
The UNH baseball team has taken flight in recent weeks, winning 
their last~seven games . (photo by Ben Frazier) 
PAGE 35 ~--·t 
The women's lacrosse te~ is on the · warpath this season, as they battle their way to the ECAC 
championship tournament this weekend. (photo by Ben Frazier) 
On Saturday UNH will enter on the tournament, ''The seed is chances. "And then play to our po-
the ECAC tournament as the top not important," she said_. "Every- tential on a team basis. That's the 
seed and host teani.. UNH will orie comes to w:in. " closest I'll c:ome to a prediction." 
start by battling fourth. seed Yale "Our goal is to play to our · Game time on Saturday is 1:00 
University. In a recent interview, potential on an individual basis," pm at the Memorial field. 
CoachAndersongaveheroutlook said Anderson about UNH's 
. WeekendSports \V ____ _,,__, • • 
Men's Track: at Eastems 
Women's Track: New Englands at Vermont 
Baseball: Sat. vs. Hartford (2) 1 p.m.-
Sun. vs. Hartford 12 p.m. 
Men's Lax: Sat. at Vermont 1 o.m. 
Baseball streak hits seven· .
Wildcats continue to roll, 
leaving Panthers behind 
By Douglas Poole 
•., _ The UNH bas_eball team lowedbyDanSweetwithadouble. 
swepttheirTuesdaydoubleheader Stewart was able to score on the 
against Plymouth State College, next play on a grounder by Jim 
8-5,5-4, to up their record to 14-16. Neary. Mike Garzone ended the 
In doing so they increased their inningbyflyingouttocenterfield. 
winning streak to seven. UNH d~dn't threaten after that, 
In the opener, Jim Stevens (2- · but there was really no need to, as 
4) lead the 'Cats on the mound by they held on for the win: 
overpowering the opposition with The · 'Cats dung to an early 
riine strikeouts in seven innings. cushion to take game two, by a 
He lost control in the last inning, one run margin. After PSC scored 
when he gave up four runs, but he one run in the first inning, off 
was, helped by an early onslaught starter Chris Schott, UNH rallied 
by the Wildcats' offense. for five runs in the third. UNH's 
The line-up of Ashley, Ste- William Lees started the inning 
wart, Sweet, Hamilton, Neary~ "Yith a walk and was sacrificed to 
Garzone, Babyak, Elmore, and second by Ashley. A single by 
Martins pound~.d out seven runs Stewart moved Lees to third and · 
in the first inning. The first eight afterStewartstolesecondbaseand 
batters reached base safely- four the catcher's throw sailed into 
by singles, three by a free pass, center field, Lees came in and 
and another by a double. PSC Stewart advanced to third. Sweet 
starterMikeSzabohittheshowers walked on foqr consecutive 
· after eight batters. Reliever Chris pitches to put men on the corners 
Pavlik commenced by forcing and the next two runs were driven 
UNH' s Martins to ground into a . in by Neary on a single. Garzone 
double play. He then retired Sean flew out to center to score Neary, 
Ashley, who popped out to sec- before the end of the inning. 
ond base. Plymouth State rallied with 
Dave Stewart lead off the two out to bring in two runs in the 
second inning with a single, fol- next inning to cut the deficit to 5-
3 and they tabbed one more ~un in 
the fourth e>ff of Schott to close the 
gap to one. 
· - -Rob Carpentier relieved 
Schott at the start of the fifth in-
ning and held PSC scoreless to 
improve his record to 5-3. Ply-
mouth State threatened to score in 
the sixth. With two out, they put 
together a double and a single. But 
Carpentierputoutthefirebystrik-
. ing out PSC's Chris Migano. 
· Strong hitting performances_ 
were turned in by Jim Neary .<4-7), 
Sean·Ashley (3-6), and Dave Ste- · 
wart(4-8). Neary's performance 
put him over the .300 mark, at 
.304. Other .300 or better hitters on 
the squad are Stewart (.380), Dan 
Sweet (.362), Ashley (.361), and 
Sean Hamilton (.330). All bats have . 
come alive of recent to lead the 
'Cats in their seven game winning 
streak~ Even Jon Batchelder made 
his return from an injury in game 
one and singled in his only at bat 
for the day. UNH will host Hart-
ford this weekend -afti:r · i game 
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Wildcats upset third ranked Harvard 
By Don Taylor 
The crowd of about 700 goals bY, WiH Newbold and 
counted down with the clock, Mechura to 
and Freshman attacker Daley. 
The teams appeared headed for Harvard enjoyed a 16-10 edge in Daley's goal was the third of ,the 
faceoffs and game for UNH while on the man-
"Six, five, four, three, two, one. . erase the Crim- won the
 open- up advantage . 
. then a huge celebration ensued son lead and ing one 
of the The 'Cats went into the final 
in both the stands and on the hand UNH a 3- third q
uarter, quarter up 11-6, but Harvard 
field. The UNH laxmen had 2 advantage but 
Dave showedtheydeservetheirnational 
pulled one of the biggest upsets after one pe- Pflug, U
NH's ranking by sandwiching six goals 
of the season _ on Wednesday, riod. UNH faceoff
 ace~ around a Vetrano tally for UNH. 
when they squeaked by the third didn't seem in-· kept s
crap- That tied the game at 12-12 with 
ranked Harvard Crimson, 13-12. timidated by ping an
d got 3:24 left to play. · 
UNH junior goaltender Harvard as possession 
of · Itappearedtobequittingtime 
Stowe Milhous played simply a their passing the bal
l. He for the 'Cats. The Crimson was on 
sensational game with 15 saves was crisp and · took off
 down a roll, outscoring UNH 6-1 in 8:30, 
and a handful of alert and excep- they were mov- the righ
t side and the Blue looked confused. 
tional plays. ing well to get and s
cored But the 'Cats showed a lot of 
"That was the best game open. only :43 in
to character by hanging in and got a 
We've played," said Milhous. The The sec- the third
 quar- go ahead goal at 2:29 from Daley 
'Cats played their game and came ond period saw ter · 
off a quick pass from Mech ura. 
out very intense and poised. The both teams play 
T h e The· rest of the game was 
win moved UNH's record to 7-5, in a close, de- 'Cats ha
d age- characterized by Harvard's fran-
while Harvard dropped to 10-2. fensive style. fensive 
· lapse tic attempts to get the tying goal 
The game was physical and Harvard tied when they l
et and UNH's stellar defensive play. 
wasplayedintwodistinctphases. the score at Harva
rd's Milhous came up with an out-
The first three quarters were 13:42 with a leading sc
orer standing stretch run and made the 
played the way the Wildcat's man-up tally. Dave K
ramer final clear to seal the victory. 
wanted, slow and controlled, but Tim Vetrano walk in
 alone UNH Head Coach Ted Gar-
the last period was a frantic one answered for on Milh
ous for ber said that he really got .on the 
for both squads. the 'Cats at an easy goa
l at team after the loss to Brown, 
UNH got the first score of 10:28onaquick 8:40 of th
e "They've responded like champi-
the game while they were a man shot after a third p
eriod. ons," he said. "We're going to use 
up, whenJeff Mechura connected smart rush. Dave R
o bin- this as a springboard for the rest of 
off a Chris Arrix feed at 11:38 of The Crim- soncam
eright the season." 
the first quarter. The 'Cats had songotthenext back wi
th an- "It'sgreattocometogetheras 
the Crimson pinned in their zone pair of goals to other f
or the a team," said Mechura. "We just 
for thefist three and a half min- forge ahead 5- 'Cats at
 7:44; havetokeeponarolland take it to 
utes. 4, but Mark . . · . onalon
gshot, Vermont." 
Harvard. however, isn't Botnick tied it Mark Botmck leads the 'Cats to Victory over Harvard. (photo Ben Fraz1er)to make it 8-6. 
The 'O=its will olav at Ver-
ranked third in the nation for up for UNH witn their _second. The UNH defense was
 start- mont this Saturday a~d host Dart-
nothing. The Crimson struck for man-up score at 2:04 of the sec- the half deadlocked at 5-5, but Paul · ing to look tired, but the be
st de- mouth next Tuesday fn the season 
two quick goals and had a 2-1 ond quarter. After taking.a clear Talmo took a pass from Botnick fense is a good offense. The
 'Cats finale. UNH can finish 9-5 and 
lead at 7:05 into the game. out pass from Bruce MacDonald, and whistled one by Harvard net- notched the final three sco
res of · hope for a top l5 ranking if they 
The 'Cats came back with Botnickraceddown the right side minder Chris Miller with just :06 the quarter from Botnick, Vetran
o win those games. 
and slipped one in. before the break. 
Cycling takes Second 
UMass beats out UNH for top . 
Eastern Collegiate honors 
By Dean Elder 
Underilnoppressivesunand Scott Fader stole second with Ed 
through blazing heat, the UNH Spuler and Bruce Bedell swept in 
Cycling Team fought off 40 of the for third and ninth. On winged 
East's best teams for second place wheels, Eric Miller left the Men's C 
in the Eastern Collegiate Cycling racers behind to secure first with 
Federationchampionshipracelast Curt Boivin close behind in sixth. 
weekend. UMass stole first, but L t th t d th Team a er a same ay, e 
notafterlosingbloodandsweatto Time Trials took place and were 
the UNH riders. met with h~ated anticipation from 
"Once again we showed the the UNH riders. The A riders took 
Eastern Conference that UNH is hold of second place while the B 
the team to beat and UMASS had and C teams n:iade excellent time 
to work hard to do it," said UNH . forthirdandsixthrespectively. The 
coach Ken McAdams. "But the women's team, with no divisions 
Criterium and Road Race were as the men's, fought against some 
ours!" h E the best women riders int e _ast to 
According to McAdams, the 
UMass team won on the team trial grab 
11th place. 
. results. The Criterium and Team · The next day, the wea
ther 
turned from oppressively hot to 
· Time Trials were held in a 90 freezing cold as the temperature 
degree heat wave in Amherst, MA plunged more than 40 degrees, but 
the efforts of Brian White and 
Emanuel Betz. Ed Spuler broke 
from the men's B pack to steal first 
with Scott Fader behind in sev-
enth. Curt Boivin and Eric Miller 
domineered over the C race to 
pluck first and second out of the 
hands of the other racers. 
Once agai11-; .the caliber of the 
UNH Cycling .Team shows . 
through with an excellent display 
of power and determination. 
Coach McAdams summed it all 
up nicely saying, "We have the 
CollegiateBandCChampionsand 
there's no doubt in my mind that 
rider for rider, [UNH is] the best 
overall team in the East." 
Inside: 
UNH keeper Stowe Milhous makes an easy save in the Wildcat's 
recent win over the Crimson. (photo by Ben Frazier) 
yet, neither.the heat nor the other itwould takemuchmorethanlousy 
200competitorsdaunted the UNH weather to dampen the spirits of 
riders. In the men's A Criterium the team riders. Theskywasn'tthe 
Emanuel.Betz, in a burst of power only thing threatening UNH that -
grabbed fourth, followed behind Sunday morning. The men's A 
by Brian Bogart in 14th and Brian team grabbed fourth and 15th with 
White in 19th. In the ,men's B, 
-Baseball -Women's crew 
-Women's Lax -ECAC seeds 
-Men's track results 
